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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Wednesday

Graduate
Record Exam
up for overhaul

November 1.2006
Volume 101, Issue 51
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Absentees
important
to Ohio

By K»th«rln» Kopkowski
Reporter

Students away from
home don't have an

The Graduate Record Exam
keeps some students up at
night, studying or mindlessly
staringattheirbooks, hoping
for informational osmosis.
The test also keeps some
students out of their dream
graduate school; so when the
Educational Testing Service
announces major changes in
the exam, students hoping
for admittance have reason
for concern.
By fall 2007, graduate
school applicants will take
a longer, more expensive
entrance exam. The GRE will
be undergoing major changes with the goal of better predicting students' success.
Changes to the exam were
intended to take effect this
October, but were pushed
back for another year.
The nearest test siteisat the
University of Toledo, and the
Director of Testing Services
there said the changes will
put the test on the Internet
and limit the number of
times the test is offered.

excuse not to vote on
Nov. 71 Page 5

Coffee may
benefit your
hearth
This intergal college
drink may be better
for you than you
think | Page 3

Halloween:
Only an excuse
to drink?
Is this venerable
holiday becoming
more about alcohol
than candy? | Page 4

From passing
to running: BG
switches up
The Falcons, known

See GRADUATE | Page 6

for their QB's arms
in the past, are
becoming a running

Downtown BG
thriving despite
closings

team| Page 9

OSU will face
QB who passed
them up
Illinois guarterback

By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

Isiah Willams will

Despitetheclosingof Cosmo's
Cafe and El Mercado, in the
past five years a net gain of 10
new eateries have emerged
into the downtown area.
The closing of Cosmo's
Cate and El Mercado earlier
this month was a loss for the
city.
"A loss of any business
affects downtown. It affects
the select group of consumers who have lost their place
to shop or dine," said Earlene
Kilpatrick, director of Main
Street BG.
Kilpatrick said Cosmo's
Cafe was a community place
for students, residents, to
hold business meetings and
to meet people and the cafe
will be missed by them.
But even though the two
establishments are going to
be missed there is still a net
gain of businesses coming
into the downtown area.
"Currently there are four
businesses trying to occupy
spaces in the downtown
area," Kilpatrick said. "That's

A change in
the weather
Not News wonders
where the gradual
change from fall to
winter to spring went
and ponders what
the early snow fall
and late October 70
degree days mean
for trick-or-treaters
and how the College
Republicans may be
involved in all of this
| Page 5
Do you seek out
information about
third party political
candidates?

BEN HARTLEY.
Sophomore, Art

"No. I've never given
it any thought.
|Page4

I
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TODAY
Mostly Sunny
High: 50. Low: 27

See CLOSINGS Page?

RACE OF THE DAY | OHIO GOVERNOR

KENBLACKWELL(R)

BILL PEIRCE (I)

Education: Strickland
created the Ohio
Knowledge Bank plan.
which would open a 1500
savings account (or every
Ohio student and would
add an additional $100 to
that account every year
until the student graduated high school- The student
could then use those funds to help pay for college tuition.

Education: Black well
H
favors parents rights to
choose public, charier,
alternative or home
schooling for their children
He supports the school
voucher program to
keep schools competitive
Blackwell wants to funnel more funds allocated for edu
cation into the actual classrooms without raising taxes

Education: Pence said
parents should be allowed
choose which school they
would hke their child to
attend. He supports giving
a $5,000 grant io the
school the parent decides
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Energy: Strickland proposes making $?S0 million
available through tax-exempt bonds for new alternative
energy protects. Strickland wants to pursue alternative
energy forms like biofuels. solar, wind, etbanol and clean
coal to create 22.000 new jobs m Ohio.
Economy: Strickland's goal is to raise Ohio's average
income level above the national average by 2015 He
plans TO create the Governor's Ohio Jobs Strike Force as
an early warring system for future economic crises.
Jobs: Strickland said he wiB aggressively seek to bring in
jobs from foreign companies m emerging markets.
CURRENT POLLS:
Bl.clcwell-34.5
|

TOMORROW
Mostly Sunny
High: 41. Low: 25

k

BOBFITRAKIS(I)

TED STRICKLAND (D)

Strickland - 51.3

|

Economy: Black well supports privatizing the pubkryowned Ohio Turnpike, which wifl generate a $6 billion
fund for job development
Taxes: Blackwell wants to lower me state sales tax to
5 percent and reduce income tax to 5-25 percent in the
next four years He supports eliminating the estate tax.
Jobs: To create jobs, Blackwell said the state needs
to conrol rts spending. Forcing government to control
spending. BlackweS said, creates an envnonment ripe for
both cutting taxes and creating new jobs
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Education: Fitrakis
party The Green Party,
wants to erase barriers of
racism sexism, homophobia and dass oppression
that limit fan treatment in
educational settings

*—■**

Taxes: As a libertarian. Pence supports a 21 percent
reduction in personal income tax. He wants to eliminate
property taxes and corporate franchise taxes. Pence also
supports reducing taxes on cigarettes by $1 per pack and
cutting taxes on alcohol m half Pierce opposes private
ing the Ohio Turnpike.
Economy: It is more important to create new wealth in
Ohio than to 'squabble about dividing up a shrinking p4e
of it" Peirce said on hrs Web site.
Environment: Peirce befceves m environmental
improvement for the sake of human welfare and s*d
there are already enough environmental laws •" pl*e

Economy: The Green Party and Fitrabs support creating fobs that give workers a decent standard of Wing, but
meanwhile also maintain a healthy ecological environment All economic development should protect both
workers and the environment at the same time.
Jobs: Fitrakis supports paying workers a "Irving wage*
to ensure no person has to work multiple jobs Just to
make ends meet. The Green Party also believes diversity
should be reflected in the leadership of businesses.
Environment: The Green Party supports p-otection
of all natural resources and ensunng the safe removal of
waste products, Fitrakrs advocates economic developments that do not harm the environment for profit.

Undecided - 5.5
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BLOTTER

Third-party candidates have trouble with recognition

MONDAY
12:29 a.m.
■

By Dav* Herrera
In Focus Editor

8:20 a.m.

Mark Hosterman, a BGSU
senior, wishes he would have
done a lot more lo promote
Libertarian gubernatorial candidate Bill I'eirce during this
campaign season.
But perhaps more than anything, he wishes he would have
driven down to Cleveland on
Sept. 20, where he would have
put on a chicken suit and been
arrested.
In Cleveland that day, Peirce
and Bob Pitrakis of the Green

8:54 a.m.
■

■

■

■

■

9:53 a.m.
■

■

■

Party were barred from participating in a televised debate
between the other two gubernatorial candidates, Democrat
Ted Strickland and Republican
Ken Blackwell.
Wearing
chicken
suits
labeled "Ken" and "Ted," two
Peirce supporters clucked
about the TV station, calling
the two major parties' candidates, well, chickens for not
debating Peirce. The political
poultry were arrested for disrupting traffic, police said, and
were released shortly thereafter (a video of the scene, dated

Sept. 21, can be found at www.
per iceforohio.com/in-1 henews).
The protest didn't work and
Peirce and Pitrakis never made
it in, nor have they for any of
the four debates featuring
Strickland and Blackwell.
For third parlies that lack
multi-million dollar ad budgets, such as the Greens 01
Libertarians, every ounce of
news coverage is crucial precisely because it's so hard to
come by. They see the debate
incident as just one example of
a restrictive news media that

prevents them from getting

their messages to the public.
"You haven't included me in
any polls, haven't covered me,
and now you decide I can't participated anydebates," Pitrakis
said. "How is that fair?"
While Republicans and
Democrats shoot far ahead of
them in campaign donations
and media coverage, third
party candidates often must
wait weeks before knowing
whether they've even made it
onto the ballot.
"We were constantly confining all the major media

THE THIRD PARTIES
PART 3: The media
About this striw: lbs article it the
third in a three-pad series about independent and third political parties For the
complete series visit www.bgnews.com.

outlets and they told us 'we
won't cover you because we
don't know whether you're on
the ballot'," said Anita Rios. the
Green Party candidate for lieutenant governor.
SeeELECTI0N|Page6

10:30 a.m.

Mail Pouch Tobacco sign
chewed up, moving to Cincy

2:39 p.m.
■

■

•

IANF.SVIIJ.I-:. Ind. (API — A
decaying barn's "Chew Mail
Pouch Tobacco" sign — a familiar sight in southern Indiana for
at least (SO years — has been salvaged lo be put on display at a
Cincinnati sign museum,
Two carpenters and two
barn experts removed the
sign yesterday In prying aua\
the weathered boards onto
which the words were painted
decades ago on the hillside
barn.
The sign, which features
in capital letters Chew Mail
Pouch Tobacco. Treat Yourself
to the Best." will lie reassembled for display at the American
Sign Museum.
To ensure museum staff can
accurately reassemble it. the

■

3:51 p.m.

3:56 p.m.

■

4:28 p.m.
■

■

■

■

■

■

7:28 p.m.
■

■

7:54 p.m.

nni wrote numbers on the
unpainted inside of each board
with felt markers before prying
them off with crow bars.
Tbd Swormstedt, the sign
museum's founder, later piled
the boards onto a flatbed trailer behind his pickup for the
100-mile trip from lanesville
ml iiuiiinali.
When the museum moves to
a new and larger home by next
August, Swormstedt said he
hopes to have the Mail Pouch
sign cover an entire wall.
We really wanted to find
a Mail Pouch barn that was
manageable" for taking down
and reassembling, he told The
Courier-Journal of Louisville,
Ky. "Mail Pouch has such a
strong history."

SAMUPSHAW ! AP PHOTO

MOVING OUT: A crew demolished a rapidly deteriorating Mail Pouch tobacco sign from a barn in Lanesulle. Ind. Monday. Oct 30.2006.
The decaying barn's "Chew Mail Pouch Tobacco" sign - a lamiliar sight m southern Indiana lor at least 60 years - has been salvaged by the
operators ol a sign museum. The sign, with the phrases "Chew Mail Pouch Tobacco' and "Treat Yourself to the Best." will be reassembled to
serve as a display in the American Sign Museum, in Cincinnati.

■

■

■

9:41 p.m.

Alcohol not involved in state highway patrol crash
■

By Andrew Welsh-Huggins
The Associated Press

10:06 p.m.
■

who
11:51 p.m.
■

COLUMBUS, Ohio — In a painful about-face, the State I liglmnv
I'atrol yesterday said a trooper
driving a patrol car that crashed
with a pickup, killing himself
and twe i othet -. u as in it drinking

before (he accident
The news was an explosive c'larilicaliun of the patrol's
announcement earlier this
month thai Trooper losh Risner

liad a Wood-alcohol level of 0"8
percent, legally dnink under
Ohio law, at the time of the
crash. An analysis conducted by

a division of the Federal Aviation
Administration
determined
Risner did not drink any alcohol at least 10 hours before his
death. The test concluded that
tuiy alcohol in Hisner's system
was a result of decomposition
and not drinking, said Col. Paul
McCk'Han, head ol the patrol.

"This test confirms that there
was no alcohol before impact."
he said
The Sept. 28 crash in Galiia
County in southern Ohio killed
Risner, 29, his passenger, tnxiper
Sgt. Dale llolcomb, 45, and the
driver of a pickup. Ixiri Smith. 32,
ofVinton.

CORRECTIONS
Wrong attribution
In an article in yesterday's BG News
information was wrongly attributed to a
source. While the ghost story of the "man
in tan" is a recognized by some people
on campus, it is not one of the stories
told by tour guide Peter Kuebeck during
the annual campus ghost tour. Due to an
editing error the story may have implied
otherwise

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
THE B0WEMTH0MPS0M STUDENT UNION

—*==^

y

November 7

10 aim. - 7 p.m.
ompson Student Union
Iti Purpose Room, 2nd Floor

Purchase your cap and gown
(>rder personalized graduation
announcements and have them
printed on site
Order class rings
Purchase diploma frames
Order your Key yearbook
Purchase graduation keepsakes
Pick up graduation tickets and
disability seating passes
jck up honor cords
iny other organizations and
rvices represented at the
! lair

CHECK IT OUT AT BUFFALO WILD WINGS,

176 E. WOOSTER ST., BOWLING GREEN
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3 FROM 7-9 P.M.
FREE FOOD AND TONS OF PRIZES!
/f§>TIME WARNER CABLE
V.

THE POWER OF YOU"

www.twcmidohio.com

well more...
' raffle prizes
age discounts
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Voting absentee7 Act quick!

CALENDAR Of EVENTS
$ar* of rht <**)* d *<*•* a ukri fax *Wtbo>itdi

TODAY
'Oa.m -4 pm
Exhibitions: Mary Flanagan
and Joan Livingstone

By Krilten Schw«itz«r

the elections according to Ohio

Rep

Fin* Arts Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery

lam. -8 p.m.
BG Batter Day
Celebrating the Woild Series slatting
October 21st: BG Batter Milkshake $2 99.

state

Web

Raw to Vote Absentee

site.

Michigan students have until -

■ I out application f« absentee ballot

p.m. on thtit Saturday to sub-

Ohio: http7/www sos siateoh us:80/sos/
electonsVoter/fomis/1 la.pdf

Students aierunnirtgout oftime
to decide their vote for this year's
elections, especially if the) are
planning to vote absentee. Hut
not all students are able to make
it home mi Election Daj and

returned to the proper board

implication to youi county boa'd
of elections by noon (Ohio) or 2 p m

of elections by 7::i(l p.m. for

(Mtchqan) on Saturday. Nov 4

mug) find another way to make

Ohio counties and li pin. tin

sure their voice is heard.

Michigan counties.
Students should also keep in

Elections are broken clown

FundSaver Sugar Cone tl 00:

Government

mil their request according to
the Michigan Slate Government
Web site.
Completed ballots must be

Michigan hltp//wwwmichigan gov/docu
ments/AbswtVot«Ball(]U0S577_7pdf

5. Follow diteciions on ballot and return to
board ol elections by 7:50 p.m (Ohio) or
8 pm (Michigan) on Election Day

county by county. People are

mind thai upon returning coin

Waffle Cone (2 scoops) 12 25

required

pleted absentee ballots that a

Union - Falcon's Nest

county in which they are from

regular 39-Oenl stamp might

ing in their vote just because

and vote in a designated area

not be enough postage. Check

they

in their county Students, the

with the U.S. Postal Service to be

lancllc/inch oski. sophomore, is

hospitalized and military per-

sure I hat the ballot will be sent

6 - 7:50 p.m.
Hands Dancing A Cape Breton Art Exhibit
Art from Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia.
Canada will be on display.
An opening reception for the Hands

to

register

by

the

are

away

from

registered to Mite in Cuyahoga

sonnel, however, are not nec-

Students have many options

(utility and while she has sent

essarily living in their home

when ii comes to voting. Some

in her absentee ballot, she will

county. They have the option

students have registered with

be in her registered count) cm

to vote absentee.

Wood County, even though it is

Election Da] working the polls.

Absentee voting gives people

"At least half of our club is

not thru hometown.

Dancing exhibit featuring visiting artist

who are away from home, such

Doug Fraser from Inverness, Cape Breton

as college students, a waj

will be held at 6 p.m. in the Arts Village.

vote Students ran voteahsentee

available,"sai(l|erei|]\Anileisoii.

County.'' according to

by filling out an absentee appU

senior, who has been registered

Kutzley,

cations, which can be printed

to vote in Wood County.

Compton Hall. Kreischer Quadrangle
It is free and open to the public

to

"It was a while before I even
knew

from their official state Web site.

CalUI9 572.2457 for details.

home.

absentee

ballots

Some students just

were

find it

voting

absentee,

half is

i be

othei

in

Wood

registered

Brian

vice-chairman

for

College Republicans.
i allege [republicans are orga-

The applications should then be

more convenient to be regis

nized to promote the ideas and

Arts Village. Compton Hall.

mailed to the board ol elections

tered in Wood County.

Views iil the !<cpublican part\.

Kreischer Quadrangle

for the county of their permanent address.

Medina

The form will be mailed to

How 2 Workshop:
Etiquette Dinner
314 Union

Touring Festival of International Student
Film and Video- featuring animation.
documentary, experimental, and narrative

I lealcingwithmanv other member sole olli-gelieptiblicanshave

and after the student fills out i he

year of college and changes

been devoting lime to inform-

ballot it can be returned by U.S.

registration information each

ing Wood County about voting

mail back to the office.

time she moves.

absentee and has distributed 811

wishing

to

vote

Ballots can be requested up

DRESSED TO IMPRESS:

films

a compliment,i'y meal To o

This event is free and open to the public

to anyone who dressed up U

last night at Oiipotle for
I

"We are nlnicitisly looking to

win an election,'' Kutzley said

freshman

a ballot.

That's a wrap

has

been registered to vote in Wood
since

her

"I just update it every year,"

verbus said.
(In

istered to vote before requesting
MARIAHUMM1B

native,

County

absentee must already be reg-

The Next Frame Film Festival- UFVAs

County

the students temporal y address

Anyone

7:30 p.m.
Next Frame Film Festival

Colleen Verbus, senior and

excess of 10,000 absentee ballots
to people in the area.

the other hand.

Sarah

Absentee ballots are essen-

koc her. freshman, hasn't voted

tial to election results, act cud

yet because she is also regis

ing to Kutzley,
I lie turnout lor elections is

to 35 days before the elections

tetecl in Wood County and plans

in Ohio. Requests for absentee

to go to the polls on election day

so bad

ballots in Ohio must be received

to cast her vote.

as minor as bad weather ran

by the board ol elections by

However, students who do

noon on the Saturday before

vote absentee might not be mail-

he said. F.ven something

discourage voters from going to

the polls according to Kutzley.

Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series:
Bryan Chamber Series

Have you
heard our

Coffee offers unexpected health benefits

PODCAST

Bryan Chamber Series features members
of the College of Musical faculty in a con-

By Steve Petusevsky

ations thansimplx goodtasie.

cert Free and open to the public

It is the age ol educalioiial

as offering protection against

enlightenment Most Americans

Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and

now know aboul anlioxidanls.

a

food because il tasted good:'

phv tot nit ricnis,

breast cancer.

Mom had dinner on the table ai

and free radicals. We know thai

A study published last month

Violence And Art Film
Series: American History X

t> p.m. when families sal down

Directed by Tony Kaye. 1998
Derek Vinyard (Edward Norton) returns

Moore Musical Arts Center

DAILY ADVISING TIP

says that coffee may counter-

I've been leading a lot late-
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Third-party candidates have trouble with recognition
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By D.v. H.rr.r.
In Focus Editor

Mark Hosterman, a BGSU
senior, wishes he would have
done a lol more (o promote
Libertarian gubernatorial candidate Bill Peirce during this
campaign season.
But perhaps more than anything, he wishes he would have
driven down to Cleveland on
Sept. 20, where he would have
put on a chicken suit and been
arrested.
In Cleveland that day, Peirce
and Bob Fitrakis of the Green

Party were barred from participating in a televised debate
between the other two gubernatorial candidates, Democrat
Ted Strickland and Republican
Ken Blackwell.
Wearing chicken suits
labeled "Ken" and "Ted," two
Peirce supporters clucked
about the TV station, calling
the two major parties' candidates, well, chickens for not
debating Peirce. The political
poultry were arrested for disrupting traffic, police said, and
were released shortly thereafter (a video of the scene, dated

Sept. 21, can be found at www.
periceforohio.com/in-thenews).
The protest didn't work and
Peirce and Fitrakis never made
it in, nor have they for any of
the four debates featuring
Strickland and Blackwell.
For third parties that lack
multi-million dollar ad budgets, such as the Greens or
Libertarians, every ounce of
news coverage is crucial precisely because it's so hard to
come by. They see the debate
incident as just one example of
a restrictive news media that

prevents them from getting
their messages to the public.
"You haven't included me in
any polls, haven't covered me,
and now you decide I can't participateinany debates," Fitrakis
said. "How is that fair?"
While Republicans and
Democrats shoot far ahead of
them in campaign donations
and media coverage, third
party candidates often must
wait weeks before knowing
whether they've even made it
onto the ballot.
"We were constantly contacting all the major media

THE THIRD PARTIES
PART 3: The media
About this Mfitf: This article n the
thud in i three part series about independent and truid political parties. For the
complete series visit wwwbgnewscom.

outlets and they told us 'we
won't cover you because we
don't know whether you're on
the ballot'," said Anita Rios, the
Green Party candidate for lieutenant governor.
See ELECTION! Page 6
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Mail Pouch Tobacco sign
chewed up, moving to Cincy
LANESVILLE Ind. (AP) - A
decaying bams "Chew Mail
Pouch Tobacco" sign — a familiar sight in southern Indiana for
at least 60 years — has been salvaged to be put on display at a
Cincinnati sign museum.
Two carpenters and two
barn experts removed the
sign yesterday by prying away
the weathered boards onto
which the words were painted
decades ago on the hillside
bam.
The sign, which features
in capital letters "Chew Mail
Pouch Tobacco. Treat Yourself
to the Best," will be reassembled for display at the American
Sign Museum.
To ensure museum staff can
accurately reassemble it, the

: r o be lying on
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■ »n Road. He told p<
i by four males who
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11:51 p.m.
• -eported being harassed.

It - * ''
i

COLUMBUS, Ohio— In a painful about-face, the State Highway
Patrol yesterday said a trooper
driving a patrol car that crashed
with a pickup, killing himself
and two others, was not drinking

before the accident.
The news was an explosive clarification of the patrol's
announcement earlier this
month that Trooper Josh Risner
had a blood-alcohol level of 0.08
percent, legally drunk under
Ohio law, at the time of the
crash. An analysis conducted by

i

0.

SAMUPSHAW I AP PHOTO
MOVING OUT: A crew demolished a rapidly deteriorating Mail Pouch tobacco sign from a barn in Lanesville. Ind. Monday, Oct. 50.2006.
The decaying barn's "Chew Mail Pouch Tobacco" sign - a familiar sight m southern Indiana for at least 60 years - has been salvaged by the
operators of a sign museum. The sign, with the phrases "Chew Mail Pouch Tobacco" and "Treat Yourself to the Best." will be reassembled to
serve as a display in the American Sign Museum, in Cincinnati.

Alcohol not involved in state highway patrol crash
By Andrew Welsh- Huggins
The Associated Press

KMWp.m.

crew wrote numbers on the
unpaintcd inside of each board
with felt markers before prying
them off with crow bars.
Tod Swormslcdt, the sign
museum's founder, later piled
the boards onto a flatbed trailer behind his pickup for the
100-mile trip from Lanesville
to Cincinnati.
When the museum moves to
a new and larger home by next
August, Swormstedt said he
hopes to have the Mail Pouch
sign cover an entire wall.
"We really wanted to find
a Mail Pouch barn that was
manageable" for taking down
and reassembling, he told The
Courier-Journal of 1-ouisvillc,
Ky. "Mail Pouch has such a
strong history."

E§^*3i

a division of the Federal Aviation
Administration
determined
Risner did not drink any alcohol at least 'G hours before his
death. The te.;t concluded that
any alcohol in Kisner's system
was a result of decomposition
and not drinking said Col. Paul
McClcllan, head of the patroL

"This test confirms that there
was no alcohol before impact,"
he said.
The Sept. 28 crash in Gallia
County in southern Ohio killed
Risner, 29, his passenger, trooper
Sgt. Dale Holcomb, 45, and the
driver of a pickup, Iori Smith, 32,
ofVlnton.

CORRECTIONS
Wrong attribution
In an article in yesterdays BG News
information was wrongly attributed to a
source. While the ghost story of the "man
in tan" is a recognized by some people
on campus, it is not one of the stories
told by tour guide Peter Kuebeck during
the annual campus ghost tour. Due to an
editing error the story may have implied
otherwise
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GET A LIFE

Voting absentee7 Act quick!

CALENDAR Of EVENTS

By Kri$t.n Schweitzer
Reporter

TODAY
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Exhibitions: Mary Flanagan
and Joan Livingstone
Fin« Am Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery

11 a.m. - 8 p.m.
BG Batter Day
Celebrating the World Series starting
October 21st: BG Batter Milkshake $2 99.
FundSavei Sugar Cone 11.00;
Waffle Cone (2 scoops) $225
Union - Falcon's Nest

6-7;50p.m.
Hands Dancing A Cape Breton Art Exhibit
Art from Cape Breton Island. Nova Scotia.
Canada will be on display
An opening reception for the Hands
Dancing exhibit featuring visiting artist
Doug Eraser from Inverness. Cape Breton
will be held at 6 p m. in the Arts Village.
Compton Hall, Kreischer Quadrangle
It is free and open to the public
Call 4195722457 for details.
Arts Village. Compton Hall.
Kreischer Quadrangle

6-750 pm
How 2 Workshop:
Etiquette Dinner
314 Union

7:50 p.m.
Next Frame Rim Festival
The Next Frame Film Festival- UFVAs
Touring Festival of International Student
Film and Video- featuring animation,
documentary, experimental, and narrative
films.
This event is free and open to the public.
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall
I

8 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series:
Bryan Chamber Series
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That's a wrap
MESSED TO IMPRESS: Foil-clad customers waited in line last night at Chipotle for
a complimentary meal To celebrate Halloween, the Mexican grid gave away free burritos
to anyone who dressed up like their dinner

Studentsare running out of time
to deckle theirvote for this year's
elections, especially if they are
planning to vote absentee. But
not all students arc able to make
it home on Election Day and
must find another way to make
sure theirvoice is heard.
Elections arc broken down
county by county. People are
required to register by the
county in which they are from
and vote in a designated area
in their county. Students, the
hospitalized and military personnel, however, are not necessarily living in their home
county. They have the option
to vote absentee.
Absentee voting gives people
who are away from home, such
as college students, a way to
vote. Students can vote absentee
by filling out an absentee applications, which can be printed
from their official state Web site.
The applications should then be
mailed to the board of elections
for the county of their permanent address.
The form will be mailed to
the students temporary address
and aftcrthe student fills out the
ballot it can be returned by U.S.
mail back to t he office.
Anyone wishing to vote
absentee must already be registered to vote before requesting
a ballot.
Ballots can be requested up
to 35 days before the elections
in Ohio. Requests for absentee
ballots in Ohio must be received
by the board of elections by
noon on the Saturday before

cert Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center

Directed by Tony Kaye. 1998
Derek Vinyard (Edward Norton) returns
from prison to find his younger brother.
Danny (Edward Furlong), caught in the
same web of racism and hatred that
landed him in prison After Deteks father
is killed in the line of duty by a minority,
Derek's view of mankind is altered, but
while in prison, he discovers that there

By Steve Petuievsky
MCT

Remember, when we simply ate
fi pm when families sat down
together to pass the mashed
potatoes smothered with gravj
and the vegetables along u itli a
heavj casserole.
Hood was loud and muchol it
was from local markets, grocer)
stores or home grown.
That was then. But this is now.
Hood is no longer just food.
We've learned so much about
how it affects our lives thai M hat
we eat has many < >l her n insider

atiuns than simply good taste.
It is the age "I educational
enlightenment Most Americans
now know about antioxidants,
ph\ tonutrients, co-enzymes
and free radicals, We know that
t here are good Cats and bad Cats.
I've been leading a lot latel> about coffee. It's caught my
attention because coffee is a part
nl mj daily routine. Espresso,
cappuccino, fresh-ground and
pressed coffee are dear to me.
When reports first came
across my desk about the
potential health benefits of the
antioxidants In coffee, I greeted them with enthusiasm.
New research points to coffee

is good and bad in every race. The task

204 Fine Arts Center

as offering protection against
type 2 diabetes, liver cancer,
Parkinson's, Alzheimer's and
a certain type of hereditary
breast cancer.
A study published last month
says that coffee may counteract alcohol's poisonous effects
on the liver and help prevent
cirrhosis. (It is unclear whether
it's the caffeine or some other
ingredient in coffee that provides the protection.)

What would you do if

today?

Contact: rxjsuowiPhotmailcom
107 Hanna Hall.
The Women's Center

915-10-50 pm
LAST COMIC STANDING;
Qualifying Round

www.bgnews.com

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Wondering whin you register lot classes? Loj: onto MyBGSi: and look
at the Registration Assignment Times link under "Register for Classes"
Then locale your tlincnj i las-, standing and birthday to find your
registration day and time.

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICES
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER & FALL '07
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Would you
j
Create inspiring art?
learn about fascinating cultures7
Study with renowned scholars'
Use your special talents and gifts to help people m need?
The Stuart ft. Givens Memorial Fellowship
can make these possibilities, and many more, a reality.

4 I

PODCAST •

YOSCOULD DOANYTHING?

9 -10 pm
Organization for
Women's Issues

ing in their vote just because
they are away from home,
lanelle Zindroski. sophomore, is
registered to vote in Cuyahoga
County and while she has sent
in her absentee ballot, she will
be in her registered county on
Flection I lay working the polls.
"At least half of our club is
voting absentee. The other
half is registered in Wood
County." according to Brian
Kutzley, vice-chairman for
College Republicans.
College Republicans are organized to promote the ideas and
views of the Republican party.
"We are obviously looking to
win an election," Kutzley said.
I lealongwith many other members of College Republicans have
been devoting time to informing Wood County about voting
absentee and has distributed an
excess of 10,000 absentee ballots
to people in the area.
Absentee ballots are essential to election results, according to Kutzley.
"The turnout for elections is
so bad," he said. Even something
:is minor as bad weather can
discourage voters from going to
the polls according to Kutzley.

heard our

before him now is to convince Danny of
his newfound enlightenment.

I Follow directions on ballot and return to
board of elections by 7:50 p.m. (Ohio) or
6 pm. (Michigan) on Election Day

"It was a while before I even
knew absentee ballots were
available," saidlcremyAnderson,
senior, who has been registered
to vote in Wood County.
Some students just find it
more convenient to be registered in Wood County.
Colleen Verbus, senior and
Medina County native, has
been registered to vote in Wood
County since her freshman
year of college and changes
registration information each
time she moves.
"I just update it every year,"
Verbus said.
On the other hand, Sarah
Kocher, freshman, hasn't voted
yet because she is also regisiered in Wood County and plans
to go to the polls on election day
to cast her vote.
However, students who do
voteabsenteemight not be mail

Coffee offers unexpected health benefits

Mom had dinner on the table al
Series: American History X

2. Mad application to your county board
of elections by noon (Ohio) or 2 pm
(Michigan) on Saturday. Nov 4

Have you

food because it tasted mod?
Violence And Art Film

1 Fill out application (or absentee ballot
Oho: http://wwwsosstate.ohus:80/sos/
elections Vbtei/fornis/llapdf
Michioan; hup //www.michigangov/documents/AbsentVot«Balot_t05577_7jx)l

not their hometown.

Bryan Chamber Series features members
of the College of Musical faculty in a con-

How to Vote Absentee

the elections according to Ohio
State Government Web site.
Michigan students have until 2
p.m. on that Saturday to submit their request according to
the Michigan State Government
Website.
Completed ballots must be
returned to the proper board
of elections by 7:30 p.m. for
Ohio counties and 8 p.m. for
Michigan counties.
Students should also keep in
mind that upon returning completed absentee ballots that a
regular 39-cent stamp might
not be enough postage. Check
uiththeU.S.PostalServicetobe
sin i' that the ballot will be sent.
Students have many options
when it comes to voting. Some
students have registered with
Wood County, even though it is

STOP

by our office &
pick up the
New Listings!

in Good Locations!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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for Secretary of State
Richard Cordray
for Treasurer qf State
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for United States Senator
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for Representative to Congress,
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Melanie R. Bowen
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John Bender
for Member of the
State Board of Education
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Ben Espy
for Justice of the
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OPINION
PEOPLE ON

THE STREET

"There is no compromise for our customers; they're going to get the
Same great taste." - Gregg Dedrick. the president of Kentucky Fried Chicken, on
the company switching to a new cooking oil that contains no trans-fat, from Time.
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Do you seek out information on third party political candidates?

"Not all of them,

"No This is my first

"I haven't been

"No. I'm extremely

maybe the front

year voting and I've

paying attention to

uninterested in

never been interested

the election, really."

politics."

JANE ZIMMER, Junior
Apparel Merchandising

KAYLEIGH
WILLIAMS, Freshman

Umfaddcd

I'm suiv many students woke
up today still wearing caked on
fake blood and asking the same
question: What the hell did I do
last night?
While I lallmveen is often a
holiday filled with mischievous
activities and pranks, it has aLso
become a night filled with promiscuous women and alcohol
These ideas may make most college students jump at the chance
to party on Oct. 31, but not
everyone is as impressed.
When we wen children, this
holiday was about finding the
greatest costume and getting
more candy and cavities than
our neighbors.
Even a haunted house
could satisfy our needs to
do something dangerous on
Halloween night.
Now, going to a party can't

^

MADE

are or with whom you went to
the party?
It's not my place to dictate
when there should and should
not be drinking, but I seriously
question if others have any idea
how stupid they look out there.
It's one thing to drink with a
close group of friends, but its a
completely different story when
you are parading through the
streets puking all over your grim
reaper sickle while screaming
obscenities at cars passing by.
So when next year rolls
around, I hope that every person who even thinks about
participating in Halloween festivities takes a moment to think
about what it is they are about
to experience.
If going into Nov. 1 with some
dignity left to your name sounds
good, then more power to you.
If turning into an inebriated
airhead sounds like Inn, then
have al it. Until next year, happy
end of I lalloween to all.

i UMous as to why certain people
don't believe in equal rights.
To all of the feminists that
butcher men for not caring
enough about what women
can offer the world, please look
around you before you speak.
Obviously not every girl acts like a
dmnken floozy, but those who do
ntin it for the rest of us.
I often wonder if women read
the campus alerts and see the
reality that faces them.
A lot of women think dressing
sexy and drinking so much that
they pass out can lie one great
time, but people get assaulted just
walking home sober.
It's not to say that diis campus
isn't safe compared to other campuses, but assault can happen
anywhere. You may think you
are independent and strong and
whatever you wear is your btisl
ness, but the message you send
when showing oft everything your
body can offer someone is not a
good signal to be sending.
While it is your prerogative to
drink your consciousness out the
window, how safe is it when you
can't even remember where you
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Editors Note: This is your paper too, use it to get heard

There are a lot of ways to express
your opinion.
You could have a protest, hold
a debate, take part in a rally,
complain to your roommate,
start a Facebook group; you
could even lament about it day
after day in your blog.
Or, if you want to get the
attention of about 9,500 people
in Bowling Green, you could
write a letter to the editor.

Every day, BG News colum-

nists bring up issues that arc
prominent in our community.
They do this so that the readers, the students here in BG can
reflect on the controversies facing our nation.
The goal of the opinion page is
to engage this campus and this
community in intelligent discourse. In order to have this we
need input from our audience.
This is your paper. What is
reported and discussed on
these pages is done to educate
our readers.
Writing letters to the editor
is one of the biggest ways to
become involved in the news.
It gives a voice to the student
body, instead of hearing from
the same nine or 10 columnists

THE BG NEWS
HOLLY ABRAMS, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

every week.
Letters can be in response to
any article, column, staff editorial or cartoon published in The
BG News. But what many do not
know is that these letters can
be about any opinion you have
about the goings-on on campus
or in the community.
They do not have to be i n
direct response to an issue written about in the paper. They can
be about an experience you've
had (good or bad) or even a suggestion you have to initiate a
change on campus.
The only guidelines we
have for content are that all
accounts must be factual, well
written and must refrain from
any personal attacks.

Technical requirements
include a 100-300-word
limit for letter to the editor
and a 600-800-word limit
for guest columns.
Also, in order to print we must
have you name, your BGSU email address, your year and your
major or faculty position.
The most important part
of an opinion page is that it
reaches the ears of students and
impacts their opinions. It may
not change them, it may only
challenge their beliefs, but either
way, we want to know about it.
Everybody has an opinion. We
want to hear yours.
Sendcomments to Amanda Hoovei at
hoovama@bgsu.eou.

LAREN WEBER, EXECUTIVE EDITOR
ANDREA SUVKA, MANAGING EDITOR
CANDICE JONES, CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR

a question? Gwe us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

The most important
issue you never
knew existed

Halloween is an excuse for drunkenness
even be enough. Instead, our
generation feels the need to get
completely obliterated while
wearing some cheap mask with
fangs from Wal-Mart.
Costumes have taken a serious
plummet in creativity, ladies,
is it really that hard to think of
something to "wear" that doesn't
include bunny ears or the world's
tightest push-up bra?
Yes, you have breasts, but do
we really need to sir them shoved
up to your chin? I'm sure a decent
number of the opposite sex
wouldn't mind this at all, but if the
only way to get a guy is by dressing like a complete prostitute,
then you have far more issues
than I'd like to write about
There are so many advocates
out there who want equal rights
for each race and gender.
On the drunken mistake of a
holiday known as Halloween,
I am truly ashamed to even be
associated with females.
I believe that after seeing such
a lack in costume variety and
dignity, most college women are
either too dense to come up with
a good idea, or just completely

Have your own take on

Street? Or a suggestion for

STEPHANIE HOBBS.
Freshman, Graphic Design

Sophomore. Math

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

todays People On The

before."

ZACH TAYLOR.

*

So, you think you're all updated on the issues, huh? You're
going to vote down Issue 3
because it doesn't improve
access to higher education.
You will vote yes on Issue 5,
so those who are allergic to
cigarette smoke can enjoy the
bar scene too. You might even
vote for Issue 2, which will
increase the minimum wage.
However, if there is an
issue people need updated
on it isn't minimum wage
or slot machines. The one
people are unaware of is the
one that will affect them the
most: the referendum on the
local ballot.
What if you could vote
to add a bunch of luxury
apartments and fancy, new
restaurants to one of the
deadest areas of Bowling
Green? If you are registered
to vote in Wood County, you
will get a chance to do this
on Election Day.
A referendum is when a
decision of a governing body
is sent to a vote of the people.
In this case, the governing
body is the Bowling Green
City Council. The decision
was to rezone a parcel of land.
In any county, city, village,
etc. in the country every piece
of land, whether it be a hundred square inches or a hundred square miles, is given
a zoning designation that
allows the government — the
people — to determine how a
parcel should be used.
Zoning allows property
owners to stop the construction of a dirty factory next to
their beautiful, new homes,
for instance. In this case, the
26-acre parcel of land being
rezoned is just east of the
Meijer store on E. Wooster St.
Almost a year and a half
ago, City Council decided the
land should be rezoned from
agricultural to multiple family residential, which paved
the way for Florida developer
Hal Marston to use the land
for a new, 264-unit, gated,
luxury apartment complex.
Marston stated the complex would bring so many
people to that side of the
city it would allow him to
build a commercial development focused on restaurants
in the 13-acre parcel next to
the one rezoned.
The construction of the
new apartments and restaurants would have brought $30
million to the city. It would
have provided a number of
new restaurant server jobs
to college students, allowing
them to work a few hours
and make big money in tips
without driving to Toledo or
Perrysburg.
The development could
have led to the opening of

new shops and new restaurants for locals to eat at.
Eventually, you would no
longer be able to count the
Bowling Green restaurants
you like on one hand! What a
beautiful dream.
But the best part of the
"dream development" is not
the shops or the restaurants.
It's the apartments. The new
apartments would increase
the level of competition
among landlords in this city
to new heights, resulting in
better, cheaper and friendlier
apartment deals for all of us.
Imagine being able to get
the type of apartment you
want, where you want it,
when you want it and for
what price you want it. If
you're like me, you feel like
doing a back flip at the mere
possibility of not having
to sign a lease one year in
advance, as is the norm in
this city.
So, who would possibly
stand in the way of a development that would lead to
so many great things for the
(it i/ens of this community?
What kind of a person would
do such a thing?
Landlords did it, my
friends. It wasn't enough
these creeps take advantage of student ignorance of
landlord/tenant law, zoning
regulations and health/safety
codes, no. Now they will tell
us where we can live, work
and shop.
I've had enough, damn it!
How do these people sleep
at night?
You see, a week or so after
City Council made their decision, a citizens group known
as Bowling Green Citizens
for Smart Growth — funded
almost entirely by landlords
— went around and collected
signatures to get the decision
put on the ballot.
The signatures where challenged in court by the property owners for about a year,
but it was eventually decided
that the referendum would
go on the ballot. It seems
nobody wins against the allpowerful landlords.
But can we win? What if
students get out the vote? I
mean, will there even be that
many people voting on this
issue? Actually, there might
not be. There may be only a
couple thousand total votes
on this issue.
If we get the few hundred
students who vote in Wood
County to wield their power
on Nov. 7, then we might just
get newer, cheaper, friendlier
apartments, new places to
shop and newer, closer places
to work.
If this doesn't pass, all
indications are that the area
around Meijer will end up
dominated by industry. Is
that what you want? Then go
tell everyone you know!

Send comments to Matt Gait at
mtclark@bgsu.edti.
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THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: What do you call a cracked window?
A: A pane in the glass.

YOU COULD TELL YOURSELF THAT ITS NEWS. BUT ITS JUST NOT.

Wednesday. November 1.2006 !>

One hundred things I teemed my freshmen yea.

GORINCftEIN

Lett fltte Cine max IS funnier than anything
leno or Conan Could ever hope to Come up with.

JSD DAVIS

slutty
beer
maiden

Rapid weather change
leaves few options
"The parents [...]
might as well beat
their child with an
ice cube tray."
While sitting in my jail-cell
sized dorm room, wondering
wh.ii to write about a few days
ago, I looked out the window
and saw ...snow
My first thought: What the
deuce?
To the extent of my publicly
educated knowledge, it's only
October. That means there
shouldn't be a single flake of
snow tor another month.
Does anyone else feel mildly
ripped off by the lack of a
gradual change through the
seas ins? ii seems like we went
from ninety-degree weather to a
hall a month of rain, then thrust
directly into winter.
I think I forgot what it's like to
see the leaves change, because
whenever a single piece of foliage falls from the trees, it gets
snatched up by the campus gardening crew ol hale.
I guarantee thai they're just
hoarding a garganluan mound
of leaves somewhere beneath
campus and having the lime of
their lives frolicking in it.
lust know that someday, my
small Brazilian sidekick and I will
prove It
I asked my roommate, who's
from Minnesota —or Cleveland
— if they have a change through
the seasons in the land where he
comes from.

Since I don't speak
Minnesoan. I just ignored what
his response w-as and assumed
that he was disappointed with
the theft of autumn as well.
The most obvious natural sign
of a quick change in weather
wasn't the geese flying south.
It was actually due to the students who play Dance Dance
Revolution in the Union arcade.
As soon as it started getting
chilly outside, the flavorsome
scent of the arcade hall grew. too.
This, as I have discovered through
scientific study, is because they
Started wearing layers.
God knows that more layers
brings an increasing amount of
sweat and B.O.

If it gets any colder than this
for I lalloween, how are all the
obnoxious little kids supposed
to gel their unneeded amount of
sugar and black tar heroin?
They would have nodes
sen to go with their supper of
Mountain Dew and Slim lims.
And the parents who are going
to bring their kids out in the
freezing cold might as well just
beat their child with an ice cube
tray and leave a bag of Kk-KatS
with the unconscious body.
Ii would be pretty much have
the same effect.
Keep in mind that I'm still
going to go trick-or-treating
this year, as I always do. Bui
unless I can decide between
being Batman and Spiderman
this year, I might sit this one
out and just watch "Hocus
Pocus" instead.
Speakingofa night out in the
cold, a note to the fraternities
and sororities on campus:
You really aren't as warm as
those beverages throughout the
night have convinced you to be.
so try not to take off all of your
c lollies, liven though the hypothermia deaths would clear up
die lunch lines
But I digress. All I want to
know is whether or not we'll
actually have a normal fall at
some point before the end of the
semester. If not, it's most likely
a sign of the apocalypse and 95
percent of campus is out of luck.
In closing, I'm fairly sure that
the demonic rituals performed
by the College Republicans
brought around this drastic
change in weather.
I low else is any of it possible
unless it's through pure evil?
Matt (mmauk@bgsu.edu) usually hibeinalesfcnS/4 of the year
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College students increasingly selling prescription drugs
By Brent D.ii|C|.-tt
Reporter

A growing trend among college
students is selling prescription
drugs. \ol only is this process ille
gal but is also dangerous,
In2004, the National Institute on
Dmg and Alcohol Abuse conducted .1 survey trued, "Monitoring the
tenure," revealingasteady increase
HI prescription drug abuse bj ool
lege students.
lite survej revealed apprcod
ni.iii'K 7 i percent ol college students were using the painkiller
\iioclin without a prescription,
which was up from a fi9 percent

usage in 2002.
I u'li though there is a slight

Increase in college students experimenting with prescription drugs
without a physicians approval,
this trend lias not made its way to

the University.
"We arc very fortunate we do
tint have a problem." said lim
Wiegand, University Mice Chief
'\few students have been arrested
lor dlis and the main reason tot
why students sell is due 10 profit.
But Bowling Green has problems

D

similar to other campuses such as
alcohol and marijuana."
"If students areawan-ol the laws
and understand that the prescrip
in in drugs are lor them and not
others, we wont have a problem
with abuse," Wiegand added.
I he stud) also reported increases in abuse of pain medicadons, as
well as stimulants. Besides these
drugs being abused, the \ IDA also
reported increased Use ol 'central

nervous system depressants,
Iheseaienol the only issues to
consider regarding what the Nil )A
reported.
in 2001, a study conducted bj
Sean I steban McCabe, from the
i tiuM-r-.it> ol Michigan and professionals farm Harvard University,
surveyed I0.9W students through
out 119 colleges in the United
states revealing a students geographical location can have an
Influence on dependency.
Stimulant abuse rales bj Students attending college in the
northeast were rose to 63 percent,
4.6 in the south, 3.2 in the west and
^.11 in the central region.
However, with the increasing

usage by some college students,

pulsing these actions, there are
side meets that ran cause potential barm.
"Addiction occurs when you feel
vou need it. rather than want it,"
slid Glenn Egdman, director and
phystV Ian in chief of the University
student health center "Also, when
individuals take prescription
dmgs without a prescription they
ran experience blackouts or have
amnesia and make poor judgments by dulling their sharpness."
I hose students who are selling
or are addicted to prescription
dntgs do have the ability to seek
help it they desire.
"In older to solve the problem.
1 gel to the root ol it by finding out
why they arc usingandifit is stress

Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Ir Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented
• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

k

fc Understanding schedule of addiction

The sentence depends on thedassmi^B the drug which encompasses a schedule of one to five. The lower the schedule, the higher
potential f« there is (or abuse, while the higher the schedules have a lower form of abuse.
Schedule On*

Schedule Two

Schedule Three

Schedule Four

Schedule Five

■ High potential (or

■ High potential for

■ Less nsk for abuse

■ Less of risk foe

■ Low potential for

abuse to occur

abuse to occur

compared to 1 and II
■ Is accepted for

■ Medicinal treatment

■ Medicinal treat-

is not accepted

ments with these

■ Hetoin. LSD. mari-

drugs are accept-

medicinal usage

medicinal usage

psychological

cy or psychological

dependence and

dependence

dependency to the

psychological

drugs or substances'

dependence rela-

■ Anabolic steroids.

physical dependence

tive to the drugs or

in III
■ Darvon\ Talwin".

codeine and hydro-

■ Morphine. PCP.

in IV
■ Is accepted for
■ Limited physical

dence or high

healthy way on dealing with the
situation," -aid Carrie DowHng, a
I limersity alcohol and other drug
counselor
Vcording to Wiegand, if a
person is caught selling prescription dings illegally, the penalties
lor doing so can be considered
a fourth degree felony and can
result In a si\ to IK month prison
sentence and a fine up toS5,000.

drug or substances

physical dependen-

physical depen-

restrictions
psychological or

abuse relative to the

than III

■ May lead to limited

able, but have many

aquabne

■ Abuse can led to

potential abuse
■ Is accepted foe

medicinal usage
■ Moderate or low
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related, we try to come up with a

The B6 News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling
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some barbiturates

and Xanax'

other substances
■ Over-the counter
cough medications
with codeine.

amine
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ELECTION
From Page 2
That's because for main new s
organizations, they'll start to
give provide coverage only alter
parties build support.
"Nobody knows who they
are. That's not my fault," said
Ben Marrison, editor of the
Columbus Dispatch.
"(letting your name on the
ballot doesn't guarantee you
coverage. You have to show
seme semblance of Ivoter] support." he said.
Strickland and HlaAwell tire
tin1 only candidates for governor listed in nearly all Dispatch
opinion polls available on their
Web site.
Marrison stressed a pragmatic approach, sayingthird parties
must have ideas that allow for
compromise with other political parties in order to get media
coverage.
"It takes hold ideas that are
realistic." he said. "We listen to
their campaigns, we visit their

OUR NURSES DON'T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS.
THEY RUN THEM.
^

■
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"That's just contemptuous of democracy.
It's like saying, 'Hi, we've rigged the system
for two pro-war, pro-corporate parties."
Bob Fitiakis I Gteen Party Candidate
Web sites and read what they
have to say. And when they say
things that are worthy, well
cover them."
Fitrakis called that type of
reasoning illogical, saying it left
voters with no way to make an
informed decision about whom
to support.
"If you've got four people
that qualify for the ballot ...
and you're going to pick two of
them to cover, not because of
the quality of their ideas lint
because they're likely to win?"
Fitrakis asked.
"That's just contemptuous of
democracy. It's like saying. Hi,
we've rigged the system for two
pro-war, pro-corporate parties."
For Marrison, the responsibility still lies with the candidates themselves. "Go generate
a legitimate campaign," he said.
"Ross Perot did It"
The idea that third party
candidates are unelectahle
is common yet flawed, said
lason llaap, who publishes
the online Cincinnati Beacon
under the name "The Dean of
Cincinnati."
"They've achieved ballot status across the state, that's supposed to mean something,"
llaap said. "These guys have
collected tens of thousands of
signatures Ifrom people] who
say 'we want them on the ballot'."
The Beacon is a frequent critic of the Cincinnati
Enquirer
and has sponsored debates
between Fitrakis, Peirce and
lames Lundeen, a write-in can
didate (the debates can be seen
by searching Google Video for
"Cincinnati Beacon").
"The corporate duopoloy ...
in charge of our political structure is limiting the discussion.
So, we just fell it was our responsibility to promote third party
candidates," llaap said.
Carl Weiscr, a government
and public affairs reporter for

>he

the Enquirer, said he i bought
his newspaper did a decent job
of covering third party candidates, but the amount they
offered simply came down to
limited resources.
"I thinkapapcrhasarcspon
sibility to at least let readers
know that there are other candidates than the Democrat and
Republican," Weiser said in an
e-mail. "As with every story, it
comes down to resources vs.

public interest"
"If a third party had a message that really hit home with
most Americans, they would
surge into contention. We saw
that with Ross Perot in 1992,"
Weiser said.
So when public interest is low,
should only those with abundant financial support get coverage?
llaap says no. "If the only
way you can win elections is
because you have money, and
the only way you can get coverage is if you have money ...
Ithenl they've created a system
that is exclusive, based on fundraising dollars," he said.
For public broadcasting, with
less of a push toward making
money, candidates fare a little
helter.
At WGTE, the public broadcasting station in Toledo, each candidate on the ballot is offered two
minutes of free airtime, according to Darren LaSheUe, director
of TV broadcast services.
"We have a responsibility to
make sure every candidate has
the chance to gel on our airwaves
in some way," LaShelle said.
But, "we're at the limit of what
we can do as a small organization
right now," he said.
Still, several candidates said
those stations had been among
the most receptive media outlets
to their campaigns.
"Pot a libertarian, I hate to
say it. Ipublic broadcastingl has
given me some coverage from
the beginning,'' Peirce said.

Graduate
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COSTUME
From Page 1
said more than 75 percent of girls
wore low cut tops.
In other words, virtually every
college student polled said that
walking down the street this
weekend, three in every four costumes was showing off both legs
and breasts.
According to Christa Getz.
the purchasing director for
BuyCostumes.com, there has
been an emergence of "ultrasexy"
costumes in the last couple of
years. Her company specifically
sells outfits with names like Little
Bo '"Peep Show" and Miss Foul
Play.
"Probably over 90 to 95 percent
of our female costumes have a
flirty edge to them," Getz said.
adding that sexy costumes are
so popular the company had
to break its "sexy" category into
three subdivisions this year.
1 leather Siegel, vice president
of HalloweenMart.com said the

costume Industry is simply mirroring the fashion industry
"Sexuality provides a resource
thai can be used to get attention
and communicate instantly,"
explained Sut lhally, a professorat
the University of Massachusetts.

GRADUATE
From Page 1
Ihe formal of the test in the
math and verbal sections will
change. The current computer
adaptive formal adjusts the diffi
culty of questions based Ml previous correct or incorrect answers
The new linear format maintains
the same difficulty level throughout the exam.
"The test isn't purposely more
difficult, it jusi relies on a question type that is more like a word
problem." said Matt I idler, GRE
program manager for Kaplan Test
Prep and Admissions
In addition, admissions officials will be able to see applicants'
essays.
The creators of the test are
working to eliminate memorization and parroted responses and
encourage critical thinking.
"They hope this new test will
be a better predictor of graduate
school skills, like critical thinking
;uid complex reasoning," Fidler
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The iconography of the culture,
perhaps more than any previous society, seems to be obsessed
with sexuality."
But Halloween has double
standards, and according to
experts, they are less interested i 11
attractiveness and accessorizing.
' they're happy grabbing a mask
and a mix.' and being done' Siegel
said.
ItMlunatdy for males, their costume options are weather appro
priate — the weather forecast for
the 31st in Bowling Green called
for a low of 30 degrees.
Were not just risking our dignity here," Siegel said. "We're risking frostbite."
Lindsay Douglas, freshman,
said thai growing up she dressed
as a pumpkin for three years in
a row.
"This year I wore a G.I. lane costume, I went with my best friend
and the costume was really fun to
wear," she said
Her friends agreed that not all
giris tried to appeal sexy, and that
they were examples of women
who were more Interested in havingagreattimc.
Though the Sexy Devil, Playboy
Bunny and Dominatrix reigned,
they wen'not alone on the streets.
Caitlyn Brown and Katie
Campbell two freshman wore
legends of the Hidden Temple

BY THE NUMBERS

CLOSING

SHORT SKIRT:

■ AH (MM - 19%

From Page 1

m Most ;/5*-) ■ S4»
■ M*iy(50V) ■ 5%

■ Few(25X) • 1%

STILETTOS:
■ All (MX-) ■ 16%
■ Most (75V) ■ 55X
■ Many(50X-) ■ 54X
■ Few(25X-)- 15X
LOW CUT TOP:
■ All (MX-) ' 48%
■ Most (75X«) ' 57X
■ Many (50X0 ■ »*
■ Ftv.(25%-) ■ 6X
MIDRIFF:
■ AII(M%0 ' 22X
■ Most (75X0 ' SIX
■ Many (50X0 " "%

■ Few (25%-) ' 50%

■ 100 students polled

suits, and Lauren Gallagher,
another freshman, said she woiv a
'Chicken Cordon Bleu" costume,
covered in blue holding a chicken
and a cord. Perhaps the complete
opposite of slurry, not all girls fit
into the mold, and wore something thty thought would get a
laugh.
IMti if tlie trend toward sexy
cosmmes exists, Halloween ulli
mately remains a night of fun,
freedom and self expression.

downtown, businesses are
always coming and going
and plans are always in the
works."
kilpatrick went on to say if
an average citizen would walk
pass the two empty vacancies
such as Cosmo's Cafe" and II
Mercado they don't see the
future potential of the empty
store front.
The downtown area has
very few empty spaces despite
the businesses which closed
down.
"We have less than an esti
mated five percent of vacancy
store fronts in downtown.
Kilpatrick said. "Thafs vetj
low compared to other comparable communities in Ohio."
Alongwith Kilpatrick, Elaine
Skoog, executive director of
Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce agrees the downtown area has a low percentage of empty store fronts.
"We have a very low percentage of open space compared to
others in Northwest Ohio or
Ohio." Skoog said. "We have
excellent downtown coordinators on recruitment of leaders

and keeping downtown alive."
Skoog said downtown is in
no way decreasing but emerging constantly.
"Downtown is still going to
do good despite of the loss ol
two businesses," she said. "We
have 100 percent ol store limit
being rented which is very positivc for the downtown area."
Additionally
Sue Clark.
executive director of the
Bowling Green Community
Development Foundation, said
retail involves things which
come and go but the changes
are good for the economy.
"I don't worry about the
vacancies in downtown," Clark
said. "The two enterprises that
closed will not stop downtown
from emerging."
The closing of Cosmo's Cafe
and HI Mercado has affected
the select group who were loyal
to the two businesses.
"It is very sad the two businesses closed but next month
it could be something new we
all love," Clark said.
Kilpatrick said an average
resident doesn't see the potential of an empty store front,
(Hark sees an empty store front
to attract industries to come to
the community.
"I work to bring in major
industries to the community

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007

Call 353.5800

Was sad to sec Cosmos ( aft?
closedown.
"I was very sad to see the
cafe! dose down, especially it
being one of the few privately
owned businesses," Mattimoe
said. "It was a nice and small
coffee house.
But when there is a loss t here
is a gain in the downtown
area.
"I've noticed a slight flux of
c ustomers and more customers is always good for business," Mattimoe said.
While Mattimoe is sad to sec
the business establishment
close she hopes another business comes in,
"I feel bad for the customers, workers, and owners who
have lost their place," she said.
"But I hope another coffee
house comes in because more
competition in good for the

economy."

Matt Fidler | GRE Program Manager
a student's total comprehension.
In her opinion, teal life situations
call for analyses and response.
Not only will the test change
format but will now take longer.
It currently takes two-and-a-half
hours, bin will be expanded lo
four hours. Il will also be administered less often and cost more (il
now c cists SI 15).The new cost has
yei to be determined
Another change to the GRE will
lx' a unique set of questions for
each lest, limiting the potential for
cheating.
"Doing well on lire GRE is one

of the things applicants can do
to put themselves ahead of the
pack," Fidler said.
The goal of all the changes is
to give graduate school officials a
more complete picture of a student's ability by making the lest
more rigorous.
"The whole point of die exam is
to measure students' ability lo succeed in graduate school," Fidler
said.
The Educational 'lasting Service
plans on (hanging the lest in the
next year, but the date is not completely secure.

:-™?4i/70 senme cemens i^<a

I South Main tlroo! - »cro». from ALDI Foods

Find more coupons and details about NltroMax, visit tvww.thetlreman.com
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Stay CLOSE to campus
in one of
Greenbriar's most popular
apartments or houses:

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445 EAST WOOSTER ST.

419-352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

ager of Grounds for Thought,

"They hope this new test will be a better
predictor of graduate school skills, like
critical thinking and complex reasoning."

said.
Kelli Williamson, a junior who
plans on taking the test and attending graduate school says she feels
good about the changes. She said
a test that challenges students to
think critically will better measure

and if I didn't have an empty
building to show I wouldn't be
able to get them to come to
BG," Clark said.
Clark said it's an advantage
to have an empty store front so
the enterprise will be drawn
to the community and be a
potential addition to the economy.
Also, Kelly Mattimoe, man

CAMPBELL
HILL
APARtMEN

BENTWOOD

11 illsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Avc
2 bilrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.

Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.

Findlav Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk

Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apts
Garage tor I vehicle
Starting at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

• Microwaves

• 3 & 4 bedroom/2 bath

• 3 bedroom/2 bathroom

> Close to campus

• Dishwashers

• Air Conditioned

• Furnished

1

• Furnished

• Garbage disposals

• Microwaves

• Microwaves

• 1 1/2 bath

• Full Basements

• Dishwashers

• Dishwashers

• Washer/Dryer

• Ample parking

• Garbage Disposals

• Garbage Disposals

• Air Conditioning

• Close to campus

• Close to campus

• Wireless internet

• 2 & 3 bedroom
townhouses

• 1 - 2 car garages

• 2 Shuttle Stops

/CfEfcCA

Sign up today!
Now leasing
for fall 2007

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.
2l5E.PocRd
Large 1 or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.
BGSU Bus route/15 min.
walk lo campus
Laundry on sile

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N Main St
ot check website
www.meccaba.com
toi complete listing

On-site laundry

• 3 bedrooms

• Close to campus

• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom

• On-site laundry

• 2 bathrooms

• Air Conditioning

• Dishwasher

• Furnished and

• Furnished
• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposals

apartments available
• On-site laundry

• Garbage Disposals

recently remodeled

• Close to campus

units available
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Apartheid-era president of South
Africa passes away at home
By Clare Nullls
The Associated Press

CAPE TOWN. South Africa
— P.W. Botha, the apartheid-era
president who led South Africa
through its worst racial violence
and deepest international isolation, died yesterday. He was 90.
Botha died at his home on the
southern Cape coast at 8 p.m.,
according to the South African
Press Association. "Botha died at
home, peacefully," Capt. Frikkie
Lucas was quoted as saying.
TheAfrican NationalCongress
issued a statement expressing
condolences and wishing his
family "strength and comfort at
this difficult time."
Nicknamed
the
"Old
Crocodile" for his feared temper
and sometimes ruthless manner, Botha served as head of the
white racist government from

it

P.W.
Botha
Former South
African President
dies at age 90

1978 to 1989.
Throughout his leadership he
resisted mounting pressure to
free South Africa's most famous
prisoner, Nelson Mandela.
Mandela was released by Botha's
successor, l-.W. de Klerk in 1990.
Bothalikedtodepicthimselfas
the first South African leader to
pursue race reform, but he tenaciously defended the framework
of apartheid, sharply restricting
the activities of black political
organizations and detaining
more than 30,000 people.
Through a scries of liberalizing moves, Botha sought support

among the Asian and mixedrace communities by creating
separate parliamentary chambers. He lifted restrictions on
interracial sexand marriage. He
met with Mandela during his
last year as president.
After each step forward,
there was a backlash, resulting
in the 1986 state of emergency
declaration and the worst reprisals of more than four decades
of apartheid.
Botha's intransigence on
releasing Mandela led the
anti-apartheid Johannesburg
Daily, Business Day, to write:
"The government is now the
prisoner of its prisoner; it cannot escape his embrace."
Within a year after Botha
stepped down, de Klerk released
Mandela after 27 years in prison
and put South Africa on the road
to its first all-race elections in
1994, when Mandela became

president.
In December 1997, Botha
resisted appearing before a
panel investigating apartheidera crimes. He risked criminal
penalties by repeatedly defying
subpoenas from the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission to
testify about the State Security
Council that he headed.
The council was believed
to have sanctioned the killing and torture of anti-apartheid activists, and the panel
wanted to know what Botha's
involvement was.
Born Ian. 12, 1916, the son of
a farmer in the rural Orange
Free State province, Botha never
served in the military or graduated from college.
During WWII, Botha
joined a group that was
sympathetic to the Nazis.
There has been no decisions
on funeral arrangements.

Protestors regroup, but worst may be over
By Mark Stevenson
The Associated Press

OAXACA, Mexico — Some of
the barricades torn down by
federal police went backupyesterday as protesters regrouped,
and at least one federal official
acknowledged that this city
besieged by striking teachers
and anarchists remained outside government control.
Federal police held the central square, or Zocalo, but
schools and most businesses
remained closed and residents
tired of five months of paralyzing strikes looked on in dismay as protesters used debris,
stones and sand bags to block
recently cleared streets.
Demonstrators who flocked
to the capital city of 275,000 are
demanding the resignation of
Gov. Ulises Ruiz, whom they
accuse of oppressing dissent
and rigging the 2004 elections.
Many residents, including several thousand who marched in

protest yesterday, just want to
return to life as it was before the
strikes began in May.
In a sign that tensions had
diminished somewhat, the columns of riot-shield-carrying
federal police who had blocked
access to the central square yesterday morning began allowing
residentsand business owners to
pass through it.
"We feel like we have been
born again," said Gilberto Ruiz
Fernandez, manager of the
Azteca Shoestore, which has
been closed sporadically during
the conflict.
A scattering of people bought
newspapers and crossed the
square on their way to work as
police officers cleaned up.
"We feel happy, protected
and without fear," said lesus
Velazquez 1 lernandez, a 20-yearold student who strolled across
the Zocalo with his girlfriend.
"It's been about three months
since we've come ... because of
the fear that they were going to
rob me."

PABLO SPENCER
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RISING UP: Protesters stand next to Mexican federal police holding a position near the

Violence rises in
Afghanistan
By Jason Straziuso
The Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan — A
roadside bomb ripped through
a NATO vehicle yesterday, killing three soldiers on patrol in
a mountainous region of eastern Afghanistan.
NATO said two soldiers were
killed in the blast in Nuristan
province and two wounded
troops were taken to a military
medical facility, where one of the
soldiers died of his injuries.
The Western alliance did not
release the nationalities of the
soldiers, but U.S. troops are the
primary NATO component in
the area.
The three deaths brings to
five the number of troops who
have died in Afghanistan in the
last week. A NATO soldier died
Monday in a battle in Zabul province, where U.S. troops also make
up thebulkof Western forces,and
the Department of Defense said a
U.S. soldier died last I riday from
non-combat related injuries.
At least 66 U.S. troops have
died in Afghanistan this year,
according to the Department ol
Defense. About 70 U.S. Iroops
died in Afghanistan lasl year.
U.S. Undersecretary of
State Nicholas Burns insisted, however, that there was
reason to be optimistic about
Afghanistan's future.
"We don't believe Taliban
represents fi strategic threat"
to the central government, he

told reporters after addressing a
U.S.-Afghan business group in
Washington. He said the reason
for rising casualties isthat "weare
taking the battle to the Taliban."
He also told the business group
he would go to Kabul in lanuary
to hold strategic talks with Afghan
Ptesident 1 lamid Karzai.
NATO, meanwhile, said 12
Taliban militants were killed
Monday night in the southern
province of Kandahar after Insurgents were identified setting up a
firing position on a roof.
Afghanistan has seen a spate
of battles and attacks in the last
week that has left more than 150
insurgents dead, according to
NATO. Part of t hat violence comes
as soldiers participating in a joint
NATO-Afghan offensive have
been moving into areas where
insurgents are active in order to
increase security there.
A suicide attacker also bleu
himself up yesterday outside the
Andar district chiefs office in the
central Ghazni province, killing
one policeman and wounding
another, provincial police chief
Gen. Abdul Ghafar said.
Two NATO soldiers also
were wounded in the attack,
Knittigsaid.
Afghanistan has seen a sharp
rise in violence the last several months, particularly in the
southern and eastern provinces
near the border with Pakistan.
Militants have been increasingly
using roadsideand suicide bombs
in their attacks against Western
and Afghan security forces.

raqi government
slowing
ence

mam plaza in the city of Oaxaca, Mexico on Monday Several thousand angry protesters

By Christopher Bodeen

marched to the center of Oaxaca's capital, vowing to retake the city from federal poke

Nouri al-Maliki

The Associated Press

As the Iraqi Prime

sent to restore order after months of protests demanding the ouster of the southern states
governor

lust a few blocks away, demonstrators hijacked a small bulldozer, doused it with gasoline
and set it ablaze, then hurled
rocks at police officers who left
the Zocalo to extinguish the
fire. Others climbed onto roofs

to monitor police movements,
or helped maintain a blockade
of the main highway to Mexico
City. The actions came a day
after the protesters transferred
their operations center to a plaza
away from the Zocalo.

THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS
DURING SNOW, ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS,
The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (including all cul-de-socs) during "Snow Emergencies." A "Snow
Emergency" can De declared if snow, ice, or sleet is forecast, and in any case will automatically become effective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches two inches (2").
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will contain the effective time of the
emergency If snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow Emergency having been declared, the police desk will be able to
advise the officidl time at which snow reached the two inch depth.
If a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m., motorists have two hours in which to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets.
It the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., motorists have until 9:00 a.m. to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets.
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation of the regulations are subject to being towed at owner expense.
If a particularly bad storm is forecast, additional streets may be designated in the declaration of emergency. If this should
happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media and to post temporary 'NO PARKING" signs.
The designated streets are called 'SNOW STREETS" and are printed below "SNOW STREET' signs have been erected on snow
streets. It Is pointed out. however, that the absence of signs will not relieve motorists of responsibility for improper parking.
Although the City will make every effort to inform the public of the existence of probable development of weother conditions
reauiring removal of motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still responsible for determining probable or existing weother conditions dnd removing their vehicles if required by the regulations

FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:

NORTH-SOUTH STREETS
Buttonwood Avenue West Wooster Street to Sand Ridge Rood
Campbell Hill Road- From East Wooster Street
southerly within cotporatlon limits
Church Street Sond Ridge Rood to Clay Street
Dunbrldge Road- East Poe Road to Route 6
Enterprise Street- Poe Road to Palmer Ave.
Hasklns Road West Woostet Street to Northern
Corporation limits
Grove Street- Poe Rood to Sand Ridge Road
Lafayette Boulevard- Entire length
larchwood Drive Entire length
Maple Street- Conneout Ave. to Sand Ridge Rood
Martlndale Road Pearl Street to Melrose Street
Mercer Road- Scott Hamilton to South Terminus
North College Drive- Ridge Street to Newton Road
Prospect Street- Napoleon Road to East Poe Road
Summit Street- Poe Road to Napoleon Road
Stonegate Boulevard- West Wooster Street to Shellield Drive
Wintergarden Road- Sand Ridge Road to West Poe Road

EAST-WEST STREETS
Bishop Rood- North Mam Street to Brim Road

EAST-WEST STREETSfCont.)
Clay Street- North Main Street to North Grove street
Clough Street- South Main Street to eastern terminus In Stadium View
Apt. complex
Conneout Avenue- Noilh Grove Street to Mitchell Road
Court Street- North Grove Street to Thurstln Avenue
Gypsy Lane Road- Sand Ridge Road to Dunbndge Road
Industrial Parkway- Entire length
Lehman Avenue- Entite length
East Merry Avenue- Ihutstin Avenue to Mercer Road
Pearl Street- South Main Street to West Wooster St
Research Drive- Entire length
Sand Ridge Road- South Main Street to Wintergarden Road
Scott Hamilton- Benlwood to Campbell Hill Rd.
Sheffield Drive- Stonegate Boulevard to Wintergarden Road
Wallace Avenue-North Grove to Hasklns Rd.
Woodbrldge Boulevard- Entire Length
Woodland Circle- Entire Length
Wooster Street- Western corporation limits to Dunbridge Road
except thot parking Is permitted at parking meters during
the houts of parking.meter operation in the 100 block of
East Woostet Street and the 100 block of West Woostet
Stteet unless within the cotporation limits specifically
prohibited in a Declaration of Snow Emergency
Wren Road-Entire Length

Minister, he is a

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Exploiting
GOP vulnerability in the Nov. 7
elections, Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki flexed his political muscle yesterday and won U.S. agreement to lift military blockades
on Sadr City and another Shiite
enclave where an American sol-

leader of the new
government.

dler was abducted.

he was talking lough to slum
both the Americans and his
political base that he would
not be pushed around.
The prime minister has further said that he feels stanching
bloodshed might be better handled by Iraqi forces, although his
argument does not wash given
the present state of his military.
Yesterday. Defense Secretary
Donald II. Rumsfeld endorsed a
proposal to spend at leasl SI billion lo expand the size and accelerate the training and equipping
of Iraqi security forces.
Sen. lack Reed, a member of
the Armed Services Committee,
said al-Maliki was yielding to
sectarian pressure and undermining U.S. efforts to curb
attacks. "Today, the critical issue
in Iraq is whether the Maliki
government can muster the
political will to confront those
who use violence to destabilize Iraq," Reed, a Rhode Island
Democrat, said in a statement.
Al-Maliki's move yesterday
came three days after his closest aide, Hassan al-Suneid, said
unabashedly that the prime minister was trying to capitalize on
American voter discontent with
the war and White House reluctance to open a public fight with
the Iraqi leader just before the
midterm election. Much of the
discontent is fueled by soaring
death tolls among U.S. troops
and their inability to contain raging sectarian violence three and
a half years after the ouster of
Saddam I lussein.

U.S. forces, who had set up the
checkpoints in Baghdad last week
as part of an unsuccessful search
for the soldier, drove away in
Humvees and armored personnel carriers at the 5 p.m. deadline
set by al-Maliki. Iraqi Iroops, who
had manned the checkpoints
with the Americans, loaded coils
of razor wireand red traffic cones
onto pickup trucks.
Their departure set oil celebrations among civilians and armed
men in Sadr City, the sprawling
Shiite district controlled by the
Mahdi Army militia loyal to antiAmerican cleric Muqtada al-Sadr.
Small groups of men and children danced in circles chanting
slogans praising and declaring
victor)' for al-Sadr, whose political support is crucial to the prime
minister's governing coalition.
The prime minister's challenge
to U.S. conduct of the war was the
latest in a series of acts designed
to force the American hand and
test Washington's readiness to
give him a greater say in securing
the world's most violent capital.
Al-Maliki finds himself in
a maze of conflicting political pressures. After the Bush
administration unveiled a plan
last week for Iraq's government
to adopt timelines for progress,
especially in curbing violence,
al-Maliki accused Washington
of infringing on national sovereignty. There was no doubt
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Arlington Court
Dakota Court
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Manitoba Drive
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SIDELINES

This young team
is not ready for
change yet
FOOTBALL
Nov. 15 game will
feature fun extras
Fans can expect a variety of
games, promotions, giveaways and new initiatives to
make the event memorable.
The first 10.000 fans in
attendance will receive
Thunderstix. all fans are invited to enjoy chili in the Falcon
Club tent, and the first 5,000
students will receive a free
BGSUt-shirt.
Athletic Director Greg
Christopher also has
announced that student
seating for the November 15
nationally televised football
game against Miami will
be moved to the east side
of Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
The game will be shown on
ESPN2 with kickoff slated for
7:30 p.m.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Women's Basketball:
vs. Findlay; 7 p.m.
Volleyball:

BRANDON HEISS

vs. Kent State: 1 p.m.

WORK HORSE: Chris Bullock scores a touchdown in the first quarter of Saturdays game against Temple. Bullock ran for 182 yards and two touchdowns in the loss His season has been
a pleasant surprise for the Falcons. He has carried the load for the team and is expected to have a chance at winning MAC Freshman of the Year

OUR CALL
On the way up
NBA Ratings in Detroit.
Cleveland, Miami. Dallas
and Phoenix. Their
football teams all
hit the skids long

D

ago and the fans
have been long awaiting this
NBA season.

On the way down
NBA Ratings in New
Orleans, Seattle. Atlanta
New York and Indiana. They
all have good
football teams
and middle of the
road basketball teams. Who
needs basketball when your
football team is contending

Power over finesse
Defensive toughness and running game are strengths of Falcons so far this season
By Colin Wilson
Assistant Sports Editor

During the 2006 season, i« ;st I
football has gone about their
business in a different way
than usual. They have relied
DII defensive toughness and a
solid running game to keep
them in games.
Over the past three seasons,
quarterback play and the pass
ing game have been the bread
and butter of a liti offense that
struck fear in defensive backs
all over the Mid-American

Conference. In 2003, losh
Harris threw for 27 TDs and
ran for 10 more. In 200-1 Omar
lacobs threw for 41 scores and
in 2005 he threw for 26.
This year, the reason defensive backs are fearing BG's
offense is because they know
they might have to tackle Chris
Bullock. Bullock has quietly
become a candidate for MAC
Freshman of the Year. His 182
yards on Saturday gave him
679 on the year and an average
of 84.9 per game I te has also
scored four times.

Rushing statistics have
improved greatly. BG has run
for an average of 193.2 yards
per game, a large difference
from last year's 143.7. The
Falcons scored 19 rushing TDs
last year and this season they
have already tallied up 15.
The defense has been led
by the play of the front seven.
Devon Parks, Diyral Briggsand
Brad Williams have combined
for 15 sacks and have gone wild
in opponents backfields.

FALCON FACTS
OUTRUSHING:Tne Falcons haw
rushed for an average of 193.2 yards per
game and have scored IS touchdowns
Their opponents have only managed Be 7

GETTING DEFENSIVE: BG has only
allowed JI4 yards per game compared to
last years 578.
TIME IS ON THEIR SIDE: The Fakon
rushing game and tough defense has
given the Falcons an advantage in time of
possession, they've had the ball an average of 31:42.

By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

most enjoyable things about
the league.

The Class of 03:
What's not to love about
this group of guys. Lebron,
D-Wade. Carmelo and Chris
Bosh has done their best to
rid the NBA of its gangster
image.

The Parity (West): It
doesn't really come down to
Jhe same boring teams anymore. Sit back and enjoy the
different teams in the later
part of the playoffs.

Stephen A. Smith:
Even if you think he's an
idiot, admit it, you love yelling at your TV when he's on.
Quite Frankly he's always got
something to say

Ron Artest: He's Ike
Mike Tyson, it doesn't matter how bad he acts, we
will always pay to see him
perform.

success Monday night when
tlu\ wire among five players
inducted into the World Golf
Hall of Fame.
"This is one of the biggest
achievements in my life,"
Singh said.
They were inducted along
with former Masters and
PGA champion Henry Picard:
Marilynn Smith, one of the 13
founders of the LPGA Tour who
won 21 times and two majors;
and Mark McCormack, who
founded IMG and reshaped
sports management with clients
ranging from Arnold Palmer to
Tiger Woods.
Nelson and Si ngh were elected
on the PGA lour ballot. Nelson
received 65 percent of the vote,
the minimum required.
Singh was elected last year
with 56 percent of the vote, but
deferred his induction because
of a commitment to play overseas last year. He still got in
because of a clause in the criteria that if no one received
65 percent the vote that year,
the player with the most votes
would be elected as long he got
more than 50 percent.
No one can dispute his
record.
Singh, who was born in Fiji
and had to run across an airpon
ninway to get to the golf course.

COLUMBUS—WhenJimTressel
was recruiting Isiah "Juice"
Williams to come to Ohio State
a couple of years ago, he knew
the athletic quarterback had a
lot of potential.
Now Tressel and his topranked Buckeyes will find
out just how big of an upside
the freshman has when he's
at the controls of Illinois'
offense on Saturday.
"They're a big-play team,"
Tressel said of the lllini (2-7,
1-4 Big Ten). "Juice Williams
has got four touchdowns over
60 yards throwing the ball
and he does a great job with
his feet as well. He's a guy we
recruited very hard. He can
make things happen."
Williams had the size (6foot-2, 220 pounds) that
marked him as a star during
his prep days at Vocational
High School in Chicago, where
he passed for 1,841 yards and
22 touchdowns as a senior
— while also rushing for 1,441
yards and 17 more scores.
The Buckeyes (9-0, 5-0)
already had a quarterback
who could elude onrush
ing tacklers and then throw
deep over a defense in Troy
Smith, a top candidate for the
Heisman Trophy.
Williams was offered a
scholarship by Ohio State in
his junior year. He considered
coming to Columbus as an
understudy to Smith.

See GOLFERS | Page 12

See JUICE | Page 11

Singh, Nelson recieve worldly honor for feats

its time to get excited for

HALL OF FAMER: Vijay Singh of the FIJI islands, watches his putt on the sixth green
during the final round of the Funai Classic golf tournament in Lake Buena Vista. Fla.
Sunday. Oct 22.

ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. — Never
mind that his name falls between
Byron Nelson and lack Nicklaus
in an alphabetical list of the
114 members in the World Golf
1 lall of Fame. As Larry Nelson
wrapped up his induction
speech, he was quick to point
out that he will never be considered one of the greats in golf.
But there may never be
another like him.
Nelson had never touched a
golf club in his life when he was
drafted at age 19for the Vietnam
War, where he spent two years,
enough time to learn the difference between a water leech
and a land leech as he bounced
from jungles to rice paddies.
Only when he returned home
from the war did he pick up the
game, studying Ben Hogan's
famous book on the five basic
fundamentals.
Nearly four years later, he
earned his PGA Tour card. And
when his career ended, Nelson
had three majors among his 10
victories, and he remains the
only American to go 5-0 in a
Ryder Cup.
Nelson and Vijay Singh,
who toiled in the rain forest of
Borneo as a club pro and rose
to No. 1 in the world, took part
in a blue-collar celebration of

Buckeyes know
how good 'Juice'
is for lllini
By Ruity MilUr
The Associated Press

for a title?

The List

See DAKICH | Page 10

yards per game on the ground

See DEFENSE | Page 10

With the NBA season here,

Don't even waste your breath.
Anyone who thinks the resignation of Gregg Brandon will
help this football team is crazy.
Whether or not a change is made
during the offseason remains to
be seen, but fans should not be
calling for the coach's exit at this
point in the season.
A young team such as BG may
not respond well to a coaching
change aft ertheninth week of the
season. Consider this — 27 true
or redshirt fresh men have played
this year and were recruited by
this guy. They probably do not
want to see him go. They came to
BGSU to play for Gregg Brandon
among other things.
Furthermore, a' coaching
change usually means that the
season has been given up on.
While it is a long-shot for the
Falcons to win the MAC East,
stranger things have happened.
My point is that if BG shows an
obvious sign of giving up on their
season, how the hell are they
going to meet the attendance
number that they need during
the Miami game?
Coach Brandon may have some
work to do this offseason but the
team has the talent to win the rest
of this season's games.
As football winds down, basketball begins. Whether or not
women's sports are your thing,
you've got to be pumped for
women's basketball this season at BG. Two-time defending
MAC Champions and favorites to
three-peat, the Falcons will play
an exhibition game today to get
ready for the new season.
If someone told me when I
came to BG that I'd be excited
to watch an exhibition game for
women's basketball, they might
as well have told me Zydrunas
llgauskus was my father. Now I'm
starting to come around to the
idea that "Z" really is my father. As
for the women's basketball, I was
a believer a long time ago.
Let's not forget about Coach
Dakich and the boys. Although
they've been picked to finish

,
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DEFENSE
From Page 9
Perrel White has been a
mainstay al linebacker for the
laic nil-, he has played as well as
ins i nadirs could have hoped
ihis year, Ihs 85 tackles, four
sacks and two Interceptions
have made hi in a player thai
opposing offenses have tried in
avoid John Haneline has quiI'lly made 55 tackles along with
tin Interception ami two passes
defended, His ability io make

hard, momentum-changing
hits has become known around
the MAI .
We |usl have a tight knit
group at linebackei and the
energy thai coach [D.I.|Durkin
brings to the group really
has a lot to do with it." White
said. "We want to he the ones
making the plays. I ast year it
seemed like we were sitting
back a little bit."
when the Falcons have
avoided big plays, it has been
hard for teams to find ways to
put together sioring drives, liig
plays and special teams blunders have been one of the onlj
ways opponents seme againsi
BG's defense.
We look at like 'why caul
we will a game 2-0 because of

everybody," Haneline said,
with Williams' Injury, the
Falcons have also seen good
contributions Ironi yoiinge^
players, Michael Ream has 20
tackles, three arc1 loi a loss.
Brad) Minium has 21 tackles
and one sack. Jacob Hardwick,
although undersized, has
made a good contribution
with three tackles for a loss
and sis, Q|i hurries. He also
made a key forced fumble to
end the game against Buffalo.
Defense has been fasi
becoming along with the rushing game. Hie two units have
i Omplimented one another Io
average a time ol possession of
:(I:I2 compared to llieir opponents' 28:18.
I he running game's success
keeps the defense ofl the field a
little longer.
"II seems like [the dcfcnscl
gels super long bleaks ibis
year," Haneline said. "We're
ihvays fresh and it makes our
job a little easier."
Ibis yeai has shown a big
improvement in the defense.
I be I alcons have only allowed
:(l I yards per game compared
tolast year's378.
"Last yeai we had a new
coordinator so there was some
adjusting hut this year everyone is more comfortable with

,i safety. \s a defense we wain
toshut everyone down and stop

what they have to do," White

DAKICH

Now the Bengals. Well.
I know that it doesn't matter
that a new player gets arrested
everj week and iheoff-the-field
drain,i overshadows the games

From Page 9
last, the Falcons have nowhere
logo hut up. I.isi yeai was a dis
appointment, but the team has
done it's best to rid itsell of dial
acter issues that plagued them

l,is( season. According io Dakich.
he's having fun with these Idds. As
long its he isn't stressed out with

troublesome players, Dakich
should he able to have a lol more
fun all year.

oh wait, ii does.

\lter a long week of trash-lalking and overhyped matchups,
the Bengals lost at home Io the
Falcons. I'licy got screwed b\
the Buccaneers and smacked by
the Patriots but (he resi oliheii
schedule has hi'en flaky.
fhej beat the browns C-7i).
Carolina (4-4), Kansas Citj i I
and barer) goi In the Steelers 2

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green Opera Theater
presents

IDiAo

with super titles
music by Franz Joseph Haydn
libretto by Carlo Goldoni
Ron Shields STAGI WHK urn
Emily Freeman Brown
MUSIC DIRECIOH/CONDUCIOR
Octavio Mas Arocas
(KM tiiKAKONDUCIOR
Kevin Ftylsma
VO(Ai COACH/CHORUS MASTER
Deborah Ml *

Bengals speak out
after loss Sunday
By Jo* K»y
The Associated Press

HOREOGRAPHER

Friday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 5, at 3 p.m.
KobackerHall
Moore Musical Arts Center

Falcons on Sunday,

CINCINNATI—Rudilohnson
thinks
the
Cincinnati
Bengals should stop trying
to get fancy and slick with
the running game. Willie
Anderson thinks they need
to get tougher and figure out
what they want to do.
A day after the Bengals' latest loss, coach Marvin Lewis
had no shortage of suggest ions
for how to get it right.
Not that he wanted to hear
any of them, of course.
I be defending AFC North
champions are still in a funk
With the middle of the season
approaching, and the frustra
lion is Starting to bubble out
Johnson and Anderson — two
veteran leaders in the locker
room — called for change
after a 29-27 loss to the Atlanta
NDONHEtSS
DRAGGIN EM DOWN:

kesa tdcWe agamt.

"We have no identity, what
we are,'' said Anderson, a
Pro Howl right tackle in his
I lib season.
"We changed what was
working," said lohnson. who
holds the dub rushing record.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it. You
know what I mean. Take a look
at it. A lot of games we lose is for
thai reason.
I he loss dropped the
Bengals to 4-3, trailing
Baltimore by one game for

thedivislon lead. The Bengals
have a lot to gel straightened
out before their game nexl
Sunday In Baltimore.
I'irsi, they've got to get a grip
on emotions.
Lewis didn't like his two
veterans sounding off after
the Bengals' third loss In their
See BENGALS | Page II

■ : HGKWS

Eastern Michigan player

"!ped ho BG defense tremendously.

said

themselves

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

5). They've vet Io beat a real Super
Bowl contender. CounttheSteeters
and Panthers as pretenders and
the Chiefs as a pleasant surprise
but they bun their quarterback
M) poinl is that the Bengals'
need to get their heads back into
football and off of their nk knames
and alternative criminal lives, let

the hatemail pour in from the
Bengals fans who an1 current!)
celebrating their one yeai anniversary as liengalslans.
Last but certainly not least, the
Hi-owns. Congratulations to the
Browns on Sunday's win. The'best

su.

pan about it was that the Mcelcis
and Bengals both lost. Even
though there was a controversial
play to end the game, it was in
t leu'land'slavorforonce.
[here were still a lew stupid
play calls but the surprisingly good
play of Reuben Droughns made
new offensive coordinator left"
Davidson look like a genius. I he

lets defense helped out Davidson
a little hit too.
As much as I love the Browns,
the basketball season begins
tonight and it's almost lime io

become a witness once again.

I0HUHLMAN

AP PHOTO

RUDI SPEAKS: Cincinnati Bengals tunning back Rudi Johnson (32) is tackled by
Carolina Panthers defenders Clxii Gamble, left, and Kindal Mowehead. right, during
then NFL football game in Cincinnati. Ohio on Sunday. Oct. 22. Johnson ran for 101
yaids in the Bengals 17-14 win

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

CORNER GRILL
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music by Henry Purcell
libretto by Nathan Tate

Open 24 Hours
Monday - Saturday
Now Open Sundays:
6 am - 2 pm &
6 pm - 3 am
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Sunday Specials:
$4.75 (includes coffee)
Dine in only
2 pancakes, 2 eggs,
2 pieces of bacon
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUOOKU™
Under Renovation
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J ames wi I looikfor

"We do certain things on offense, and I

From Page 10
last four games, lie attributed
the remarks — many of which
came across as second-guessing
— to the normal frustration that
comes with losing.
Then, he zinged them.
"We do certain filings on
offense, and I appreciate their
thoughts," Lewis said Monday.
"But if they were always 100 percent right, we would really be in
great shape."
Lewis is accustomed to receiver Chad Johnson sounding off
about something or other, but
the running back is usually diplomatic about the playcalling.
After he watched most of the
latest loss from l he sideli nc, Rud i
lohnson sounded off.
He carried five times for 32
yards and a touchdown on the
Bengals' opening drive, then
got the ball one more time on

appreciate their thoughts. But if they were
always 100 percent right, we would really be
in great shape."

By Tom Withers
I he Associated Press

is I Loach
the final play of the quarter. In
the secotid quarter, the Bengals
started throwing the ball and
handing it to Chris Perry.
lohnson carried six times In
the third quarter, and that was
It Me finished with 4B yards on
12 attempts and bitterness the
Bengals went away from the run
after the first drive.
"There's so much going on,
trying to do too much." lohnson
said. "St ick with what's working.
If you're trying to win the ballgat i te. st ick wit h what s working.
If they find a way to stop it, then
you change up. But don't just

cold-turkey something for nothing, for no reason."
An offense thai was one of
the league's best last season has
been out of sync from the outset. Quarterback Carson Palmer
is still rounding into form from
reconstructive knee surgery,
receiver Chris Henry has been in
and out of the lineup because of
a disciplinary benching and an
NFL suspension, and the offensive line has been repeatedly
shuffled because of injury.
lohnson thinks the Bengals
get too exotic instead of slit king
with what works.

JUICE
From Page 9
"Looking back, I saw an
incredible football history and
tradition and the opportunity
to play with Troy Smith was
remarkable," Williams said,
"lust knowing that Ohio Slate
had one of the better quarterbacks in the country, it was a
great situation to be in."
Williams still passed it up
to stay in his home state and
play for the lllini. He said he
wanted to learn by playing.
not by standing around on the
sidelines and watching someone else.
"Most people say that you
make progress being out there
on the field and learn from
game experience instead of
sitting back and watching
someone play in front of you,"
he said.
Coach Ron Zook, a former
Ohio State assistant under lohn
Cooper, installed Williams as
the starter when Illinois played
Iowa. He had an awful day,
completing just 9-of-32 passes
for 161 yards and a touchdown
with three interceptions,
A week later, however,
Williams showed some of that
potential by running for 103
yards on 17 carries and hit-

championship number one
CLEVELAND — lor the last

time in the preseason, l.eUron
lames huddled the Cleveland

Cavaliers inside the center
circle of their practice court
yesterday and his singular
voice filled the gymJ

"One, two, three, lames
said.
"Championship,"
the
Cavs responded.
The chase is on.
After
gelling
within
one victory of the Eastern
Conference finals last sea
son, the Cavaliers believe this
could be their time to finish
on top of the NBA. I hey'U
open theii season today
against the Washington
Wizards, a team thej defeated in a tense opening-round
•.eric-, in May.

Five months later, a national rV audience and more
than 20,00(1 frenzied tans will

pack Quicken I oans Arena In

KIICH1R0SAI0 I APWOIO
PERFECT: Ohio State quarterback Troy Smith (10) throws a pass Satufday.Oct. 28 during
the first quarter of a college football game against Minnesota, in Columbus Ohio

ting on 9-of-lti passes for 122
yards and a touchdown with
one interception in what at
the time was a huge upset of
Michigan Stale.
Since then, the young lllini
have lost four in a row. There
have been growing pains
a~ Williams has gradually
become more comfortable at
his position.

He'll face his toughest test yet
against a Buckeyes defense that
is the stingiest in the nation,
allowing just 7.3 points a game.
Asked what jumped out at
him about Illinois' offense
when he looked at game

film. Ohio Stale linebacker
Marcus Freeman pinpointed
one player.
"I'm just going to say [like
Williams," he said. "Everything
revolves around him. He's a
playmaker. He keeps plays alive

with his feet."
Tressel knew that Williams
would be a fast learner.
"He really enjoyed studying
the game. He loved to compete,"
Tressel said. "I le obviously had
a good arm and great athletic
ability and he just looked like a
guy that, man, this guy's going
to Income something, and he
has."

Presented by the B0WEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

Cleveland, where downtown
office buildings will slay lit
up late for the world to see,
This isn't any ordinary
opening night for the
Cavaliers.
"We're looking al it as step
one to winning the championship.' forward Donyell
Marshall said. "We feel some
thing special. We're not going
to guarantee we're going to
win anything One of the first
sieps to winning a championship is having thai confidence
that we can do it We have that

confidence."
lames begins his fourth
year more Of a marked man

than ever, ["he 21 year-old has
delivered on all his promises
since joining the Cavaliers,
elevating them from IT wins
in the season before his arrival to legit title contenders.
Unit's a lofty position for a
franchise that has never made
ihe NBA finals, and lames
understands what comes with
being among the elite.
"You get everybody wanting
to come alter vou." he said.

TONY DUAK

SLAM DUNK: Cleveland Cavaliers'LeBron Jame* I
the first quarter, m a basketball game, in this Oct 10 wi Cl
Brons-town now Bigger than the giant downtown billboard beariri |
Cavaliers forward LeBron James towers over this char' pi
whose fans believe the 21-year-old

"We cm i sneak up on nobod)
ami get wins. We've gol the
bull's-eye on our barks. I went
through this whole scenario
when I was in high school."
lames played as if he was still
enrolled ai Akron's St VincentSi. Mary during the playoff
series against Washington.
\iiii recording a triple-double
in his postseason debut, he
averaged 35.7 points, 7.5 points
and 5.7 assists in the series and
made game-winning shots in
Games three and five.
The Washington-Cleveland
series was as tight as could be.
Three Of the six games were
decided by one point all wins
by the Cavaliers - and the last

two wenl into overtime, a fad
thai didn't help lames break
his fingernail-chewing habit.

had just siepped onto I he floor
and nailed a 20-fbotei that
advanced the Cavaliers.
JAMES

(across from the Wal-Mart Supercenter)

Where the pets go.wHuliJo

Your applause determines who wil be the.,.

Game alter game, lames
dueled shol foi shoi with
Gilbert .Arenas, tin- Wizards'
\l Slat guard, who stood al
the free-throw line with a
chance to put Washington up
In two points with 15 seconds
left in Game six
Alter Gilbert missed his
first try lames sidled up to
his friend and delivered a
warning,
'You miss both ol these, the
game Isover," lames said.
Vrenas misfired on his second shot, and after a timeout,
lames swung the ball into the
cornei for Damon limes, who

at The Shoppes on South Main

PETCCW
Semi-Finals: M, Nov. 8 §
Final Show: Tues., Nov. 14 @
Location: Black Swamp Pub -

:

$5 off a $30 purchase with
your PALS card*
•Offer good until li/31/06
Associate pltatt enter I /'< I00000B2S74

maunces
Bring in a food item for
donation and get 20"o off
any item*
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From Page 11
Asked about his, er,
Jamesmanship yesterday,
Cleveland's superstar only
wanted to look ahead.
"It's over and done
with," lames said. "It's a
new season."
However, that won't stop
the Wizards from seeking
some vengeance in the
opener.
"They have a lot to
prove," said Cavs guard
Larry Hughes, who used to
play for the Wizards. "They
felt they should have won
the series. We felt like the
outcome was the way it was
supposed to be."
Wizards forward Antawn
lamison said the key for his
team is to treat the opener
like any normal game.
"Hopefully we can stay
focused and not look at it
as this is the team that beat
us, not look at it as a revenge
game," he said.
Hughes, who had two surgeries on his right middle finger and missed 46 games last
season.likelywillbeassigned
to guarding Arenas.

From Page 9
won 17 of his 29 tour titles after
turning 40, tying the PGA Tour
record set by Sam Snead. He
won the HGA Champiunship at
Sahalee in 1998 and at Whistling
Straits in 2004, with a coveted
Masters title In 2000. And there
was no secret to success. Singh
is legendary for spending hours
upon hours on the practice
range, leaving rows of 5-foot
long trenches from digging the
ball out of the dirt.
The one cloud on his credentials was an accusation that he
doctored his scorecard in the '83
Indonesian, which led to Singh
being expelled from the Asian
lour. But he never quit. He gave
lessons in Borneo for S10 and
spent every free minute pounding balls, never losing hope of
being the best.
"I owe everything to golf,"
Singh said.
Nelson's story is simply remark-

The Associated Press

Holiday
(catering;
419'353-2277

A' jtk A'il-fl-A'jft'A-jn

DURHAM, N.C. — The district
attorney prosecuting three
Duke lacrosse players charged
uiih rape insists that he and
police have not mishandled the
case and said his only regret was
granting so many interviews
early on.
"Could I have done things
differently? of course I could've
done things differently," Mike
Nifong told The Associated Press
on Monday. "Can I do thingsdifferently in the future? Of course
I can do things differently in the
future. But at any time. I've got
to do what I think is the right
thing to do."
Nifong, running for re-election against two challengers
who have attacked his handling of the case, obtained an
indictment against three men
accused of raping a stripper at a

brought to you by
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Larry Nelson | Golfer
able, and unlikely to ever be
matched in an era when players
an given top instruction at an
early age. He was a baseball player
who thought golf was a sissy sport,
but while in the Army, Nelson
met a soldier who played golf in
Honda, Slid he promised himself
he would try it one day.
"I was sitting in a foxhole,
looking out on a Vietnam night,"
Nelson recalled about the end
of his tour. "What was I going to
do when I got home? I thought,
'This is my opportunity. Maybe
I'll start golf.'"
I le picked up the game at line
free Country Club in Kennesaw,
Ga.. where Nelson was going to
junior college.

team parly in March. The three
have declared their innocence.
"I think that I have a responsibility to prosecute this
case." Nifong said. "1 think
that really nothing about my
view of the case and my view
of how the case ultimately
needs to be handled has been
affected by any of the things
that have occurred."
The 56 year-old
Nifong,
who has worked for Durham
County's district attorney's
office since 1978, thrust himself
into the story in the days afteJ
the accusations became public,
granting numerous newspaper
and TV interviews as he prepared to fan1 two challengers
in May's Democratic primary
— an election he won.
His tone was decidedly
aggressive, as Nifong called
the players "hooligans" used to
having "expensive lawyers" get
them out of trouble.
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The average Ohio family spends 35% of its income on college tuition.
Forty-eight states have more affordable higher education than does
Ohio.
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1
5
10
14
15
16
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3
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47
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Rotate rapidly
Lady's address
Runner Zatopek
Fey of "Mean Girls"
Coeurd'_. ID
Tribal legend
Oil grp.
Prim and proper
"Lonely Boy" singer
Cop's uncertainties?
Locations
Streamlined swimmer
Actor Bannen
Rocky crag
Debate
Church area
Philanthropist's uncertainties?
Nullity
Western event
Pound or Frost
Judge's uncertainty?
Goes astray

Greek porticos
"_ Longstocking"
Clumsy
Mother-of-pearl
Swit's sitcom
Der
(Adenauer)
Campus honchos
Ouzo flavoring
Radio. TV. etc.
Dash
Title conferred by a r.
Peeve
Poetic meadow
Superlative suffix
Norwegian king
Bonng tool
Hornet homes
Katz of "Hocus
Pocus"
Spanish rivers
Ready for picking
Dispatch boat
Director Carlo
Observers' position
Early garden
Star Wars letters
H.S. math class
Hebrides island

Courtroom employee
Big-D pro
Black gold
Gershwin and Levin
Musician Shaw
Congressman's uncertainties?
List of options
Legendary king of Phrygia
Med. school course
Hymn ending
Old saying
Pitchfork part
Fuel-line element
Mexicali money
Hot shots

took the office. ALL of the Republicans left office spending less on higher

14 tr.

Classified Ads

419-372-6977
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Campus Events

EVERY WEDNESDAY
BURGER BAR
Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court
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Wanted

For Rent

Subleaser wanted in the Enclave
until Aug. 2007. $299 a month.

" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. NOW &>or 1st of year . 2
bdrm 1/1137 07-08 S.Y. & all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call

Help Wanted
Summer 2007 Income Opportunity.
Aqua Pro student franchises. Residential power washing business. Net
$1200 per week May be used for internship credit. 866-275-2782

353-0325
07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available cadyrentals.com
or 316 E Merry #3
3 & 4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus S downtown
419-308-2456

'BARTENDING1 up to $300'day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800 965-6520 exl 174.

3 bdrm house. 1 block from shuttle
Garage. AC W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 & util. 419-353-8208.

Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com

Copper Beech Town Homes Single
unit apt. looking for 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spi. Sem. Fully furn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D, AC cential heat, breakfast
bar, hi-spd. cable & internet inckt in
rent $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu

Now hiring all positions, and all
shifts Experience prelerred Apply
within Mon.-Fii.noon to 4 at 1566
Reynolds Rd. in Maumee. Formerly
Chi-Chis Restaurant.
Ultra Car Wash in Perrysburg is hiring all shifts Flexible hrs. at S9* per
hour. Call 419-601-2292.
For Sale
Kenmore refrigerator 25 cubic feet
Excellent condition, $100

House avail, immed. 3 bdrm., 2 bath
central air, washer/dryer hook-up,
lencedmyard Call 419-494-9509
Houses'Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2M-F
www.bgaparttnenls.com
Quiet tenants prefened
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 4th
Street $525 a month * util. 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.

WEDNESDAY
ITALIAN NIGHT

TEMPTATIONS
CONVENIENCE STORE
Monday - Friday
10am - Midnight
Sat. - 11am ■ 9pm
Sun. -11am - Midnight

$7.95 All You Care To Eat
4:30pm - 7pm
COMMONS BUFFET

Wanted

For Rent

Roommates Needed,
$300
419-353-5100.
Simply styling..our 1 bdrm. apts.
have lots of style for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Unfurn. eft. apt. 139 S. College.
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-1008) $320
mo. Incl. util, dep req. 419-348-3134

2 bdrm. furnished apt. w/ gas fireplace. Located next to water tower
on Manville Ave. 352-5239.

Holiday Personals

2 bdrm unfurn. apt. 139 S College
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-08) $600
per mo. mcl. util., dep. req. 419348-3134.

WEDNESDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES

2 rooms for rent avail, now/1 st ol
year thiu May 15, $250 per month.
126 S. College. Call 440-476-3284.

Lunch:11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
FOUNDERS FOOD COURT

Tall [\ 'i
Republican

1 -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

IOC.
1975

.'

&

419-669-5061.

We're looking for 3 subleasers for
Spring Semester in Columbia
Courts
Call Natalie 614-406-6333.

* * • 15 6-.

I3<r.

l

1 H O
1 1

Call 419-575-7655.

Subleaser wanted 1 bedroom,
furnished. $290 mo. & utilities.
Block off campus. 419-343-8261.

ISO-.

1
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1 !t V

Authentic Italian Cuisine

19 0-.

1«0".

N O

Q 8

Fine Wines

1 roommate needed, Campbell Hill
Twnhse. Sublease now until May
$325 mo. 260-241-1534

ISC

'
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Hither edncation spending as ptrctai of Ohio badftt,
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education.

1*75-2005

Old Norse inscription
Lake in Spain
Manipulates
_-jongg
Comic Philips

ANSWERS
8

N V

in the increasing cost of college tuition.

Democrat, left office spending more money on higher education than when he first

61
62
63
64
65

3HN

I

Personals

with each passing year. As shown in the chart below, only one governor, the lone

59 _ Park. CO

Italian Restaurant

Some politicians want to cut taxes but the money they promise will NOT put a dent

Tuition is increasing, in part, because Ohio is investing less money on education

45 Coconut fiber
49 Large vessel
52 Do another land survey
53 Word to the audience
54 Soft drinks
56 Rope on the range
57 Quinine water
58 Nonsensical
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Vote
Democratic?

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

The Daily Crossword Fix

goir

Police insist they did not
mishandle Duke rape case
By Aaron Beard

uitomiaed

"I thought, 'This
is my opportunity.
Maybe I'll start

GOLFERS

'

1999

3003

2005

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans

Education benefits the entire nation.
Vote for the party that invests in Education.

■
•
•
•
•

Ground floor ranch
Private entiance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

FREE HEAT

Send this to everyone you know in Ohio who cares about higher education!
VAKiff. 1QUAWI
• MBTM.HIS

Source: http:.,/www.policvmattcrsoliio.ori''Collene Bound 2Q0S.htm
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Information about governorship added by Democracy for Northwest Ohio.

www.woodcodemocrats.org
paid for by the Wood Counly Democrats.
A R. Baldwin, Chair.. PO Box 707. BG. OH 43402
email: wooddems@wcnet.org

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 {$

